
Appendix 12.1 

BNC Concordance lines for /kl/ (orthographic ‘kl’)

Gordon & Lakoff, 1975; Ross, 1975; Gazdar & Klein , 1977; Lightfoot, 1979:43-4) On the

emergency", according to Environment Minister Klaus Töpfer. The water supply of over a million

read Keynes [laughter]' (R. E. Lucas in A. Klamer (1984), p. 30). Not even the most unreconstructed

rational war. Now what is rational war? Klausovitz defined this as a commensurability between

Bates. Does my honourable friend agree with Klaus Stratzenburg who is a supervisor with Black

at risk. The Prime Minister, Vaclav Klaus , has accused environmentalist opponents

Hoechst plants, and Environment Minister Klaus Töpfer called for tougher application of

Secretary, has asked his German counterpart, Klaus Töpfer, to ban a proposed shipment of dioxin

jobs The German Environment Minister, Klaus Töpfer, has appointed a commission charged

Prime Minister of the Czech Republic, Vaclav Klaus , has said that the accelerating degradation

neighbouring countries, Environment Minister Klaus Töpfer announced plans for legislation

up for sale by its American owner, John Kluge , at an asking price of £10 million. The

Germany's visiting Environment Minister, Klaus Töpfer. Its present priority was to double

some posh house like Givenchy or Calvin Klein .' Caroline had sighed. `I'd give

District Council; 0:11 DEREK PRESTON/ ` Klownz '; 1:21 HAMISH McGREGOR/Fat Sams Pizza Pie

tomorrow's lunchtime Scotland Today Kevin Kline talks about stardom and fatherhood, and

1976. Qualified with a management diploma, Klaus Kuck has also completed a Business Administration

Director, Charles Rice and Finance Director, Klaus
Kuck. POSTS IN NEW ZEALAND PAUL 
WINFIELD

be of critical importance (Weissman and Klerman , 1978). One of the most useful studies

sheep pens after both goals by some Dutch klootzak , and coins and a chair or two flung back

she had actually been the composer of Eine Kleine Nachtmusik , and, while she was in a trance

runs on the ozone-sage CFC replacement gas Klea 134a. The Mercantile's switch to

Klea 134a. The Mercantile's switch to Klea 134a is another step in a growing trend

sleep to full awareness a moment before Klakkr son of Bathrik, his body-servant for many

stared again. The ambulance blipped its klaxon . He broke into a run. As it slowed and

. She didn't look back at him. The klaxons were sounding. Bells were ringing and lights

emerging (see the bibliography by Waterman and Klatter in Boyd et al., 1987). However, the interest

and give this little sweetheart one cosmic klop on the jaw. At that moment we are

lip stiffens. She waves the fist and the Kleenex helplessly. Keith drops her hand and takes

Claire reaches over and puts the used Kleenex on the next table. `When we were kids,'

finest film my father has been in. I think Klute is a superb film and I think he (his father

letter. release 095 c & h engineering -v-f klucznik & son (no 2) (1992) fsr667, aldous j. cl

non-racial government would be a coalition. De Klerk stressed the need for" built-in guarantees

on offices of the National Party. De Klerk 's US visit De Klerk arrived in the United

only two had been met by the time of de Klerk 's visit (entering into negotiations with

the Population Registration Act. De Klerk said later that the visit was successful

One of the significant sub-themes of de Klerk 's visit was his assertion of South Africa

Town Planning and the Housing Sector, and Klaus Reichenbach, the CDU Minister in the Prime

whose president, Lt.-Col. (reserve) Yair Klein , had been accused by the Colombian government

emergency meetings between President F. W. de Klerk and Mandela on July 26 and Aug. 1, the



Italy), American Airlines (United States), KLM (Netherlands), and Varig (the main Brazilian

own choice of medical attention. De Klerk was now able to claim that there was no

reforming speech, observers noted first that de Klerk did not lift the state of emergency, and

September 1989 [see p. 36880], declared that de Klerk had no mandate to carry out the changes

CP leader Andries Treurnicht accused de Klerk of sacrificing the Afrikaner volk (" nation

short of expectations. The PAC said that de Klerk had not conceded enough to persuade the

his release had only been announced by de Klerk at a news conference on Feb. 10. Biography

Africa and throughout the world. De Klerk 's action in freeing Mandela at this time

include blacks had been indicated in de Klerk 's speech of Feb. 2. Observers suggested

in Zaïre of African leaders, to which de Klerk had been invited, was postponed in late

co-operation" as a gesture of encouragement to de Klerk . The UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher

governments. The talks were described by de Klerk as" enlightening and informative" and remarkable

showed for South Africa's problems". De Klerk also met the West German Foreign Minister

Mandela announced that he would meet de Klerk alone, principally to discuss the intensification

townships; on April 5, after his meeting with de Klerk , it was announced that talks would take

black political organizations rejected de Klerk 's offer of negotiations in conferences

withdrawals Talks involving Col.-Gen. Kleymenov , deputy head of General Headquarters of

1990 - Other economic measures Vaclav Klaus , the Finance Minister, on March 27 presented

same terms as domestically owned firms. Klaus announced on March 23 that a government

19-20, holding talks with Havel, Dienstbier, Klaus and Marian Calfa, the Czechoslovakian Prime

the Arab League Secretary-General Chedli Klibi . This memorandum elaborated on a number

escalating situation. After meeting with Klibi on July 21 Shaikh Sabah appeared optimistic

membership to all races President F. W. de Klerk on Aug. 31 announced that the ruling National

CDU) Head of the Federal Chancellery Hans Klein
(CSU) Government Spokesperson *New 
appointment

had ever been pardoned in West Germany: Klaus Jünschke [see p. 28922], who was released

leaving the National Party and accused de Klerk of taking" the path of abdication".

state of emergency in its entirety. De Klerk declared that the point had now been reached

involving the assassination of, among others, de Klerk and five Cabinet ministers; acts of sabotage

intervention All 6,200 dockworkers' at Klong Toey, Bangkok's port and the busiest in

through armed struggle, and rejected de Klerk 's reformist measures. An ANC statement

Klerk in Umtata, Transkei, on Jan. 11; de Klerk also went to Ciskei on Jan. 18. Holomisa

Namibia question as well as welcoming de Klerk 's reform programme. South African reportedly

Valley was largely paralysed, either by
KLF-
sponsored hartal (strikes) or by government-imposed

The Czechoslovak Finance Minister, Vaclav Klaus , expressed impatience at the pace of progress

During a visit to Poland on Jan. 4, Klaus had declared that it was" necessary to

that British Airways, the Dutch carrier KLM , and the Belgian carrier Sabena had agreed

within Italy. AFRICA SOUTH AFRICA De Klerk 's statement on majority rule Two weeks

that all votes would be of equal value; de Klerk did not specify, however, whether there

Communities (EC) mission held talks with de Klerk and senior ministers on April 12. Led by

been involved in a case against the Ku Klux Klan in 1985 and Robinson had recently represented

leader to state legislature - Agreement by Klan members to take race relations course

, 38, a former imperial wizard in the Ku Klux Klan, was on Feb. 22, 1989, sworn in as

years. Seven members of the Ku Klux Klan agreed on July 25, 1989, to take a course

Management 8th September £95 Kate Kloyd : Customer awareness, 7th Sept, £45 ea.



Belgian Open at Royal Waterloo, Brussels; the KLM Dutch Open at Kennemer, Zaandvoort; the

days in a darkened room with a crate of Kleenex . All allergies are inappropriate

Dann, Terry Denton, Libby Hathorn, Robin Klein , Alison Lester and Eleanor Spence. Volk

Packard, Booker and United Biscuits, Smith Kline Beecham and ICI; the Directors of the major

responsibility for the killings lay with the de Klerk government which provided financial, security

Judge Richard Goldstone [see p. 38991] at de Klerk 's request began an investigation into the

result of the agreement reached between de Klerk and Mandela, his predominantly Zulu Inkatha

replacement, Tomas Kopriva, was a deputy in Klaus 's Civic Democratic Party (ODS). Problems

in Detmold (western Germany), and the Ku Klux Klan, which was thought to have set up

consulate in Berlin [see p. 33039]. Klaus Croissant, a former defence lawyer for

" accord in Washington on Sept. 4 giving KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and other Netherlands

Minister, exchanging places with Sora-ath Klinprathum . [For last government reshuffle in August

Finn Kristensen Petroleum and Energy Aase Kleveland (f) Cultural Affairs Johan Joergen Holst

Party escalated, State President F. W. de Klerk on Oct. 29 doubled the number of troops

parliament. The bill, put forward on de Klerk 's initiative and covering the crimes of

negotiations process". His decision prompted de Klerk to make a number of Cabinet changes to

the republic, ousting the moderate Stjepan Kljujic who had been due to become the republic

original bill was criticized strongly by Vaclav Klaus , the Czech Prime Minister and leader of

making" wild suggestions". On Nov. 20 de Klerk rejected a request from Goldstone for an

obtained the highest number of votes. De Klerk did not specify the length of the executive

beginning with the visit of President de Klerk to Nigeria on April 9-10. State President

deputies who voted 63 to 25 in favour of Klaus Kinkel. Kinkel, 55, had worked under Genscher

Finance Minister and Deputy Premier Vaclav Klaus said that the introduction of VAT would

. Cabinet reshuffle On March 13, de Klerk announced a government reshuffle following

districts surrounding the village of Ban Rom Klao , the scene of heavy fighting in late 1987

emergency in Natal President F. W. de Klerk on Oct. 18 announced the lifting of the

marginalized. Foreign visits by Mandela and de Klerk Mandela undertook in October a six-country

aims of which was fund-raising. De Klerk held talks with United Kingdom Prime Minister

Bangkok. One of the students, Thanavuth Klingchua , set himself alight during the demonstration

imprisonment see p. 37737]. Election of Klaus as Civic Forum chair Civic Forum, the

delegates' meeting in Prague on Oct. 13. Klaus defeated Martin Palous, the candidate of

Announcing the result, State President F. W. de Klerk was triumphant, declaring that" today we

neutralized, while the campaign of former Ku Klux Klansman David Duke had failed to make any significant

election also saw the entry of former Ku Klux Klansman David Duke who had come close

election also saw the entry of former Ku Klux Klansman David Duke who had come close to winning

the government, and was replaced by Viktor Klima , 44, as Minister of Transport and Public

March talks were held in particular with the KLD , led by Jan Krzysztof Bielecki (who had

EUROPEAN INITIATIVE On March 20-21 in Klagenfurt , Austria, the foreign ministers of Austria

a constitution. President F. W. de Klerk 's government was described as" illegal,

belonging to the Khalistan Liberation Force ( KLF ). The abduction was reportedly in retaliation

September 1984. At the same time de Klerk offered a number of concessions, apparently

constitution". It reiterated its refusal to join de Klerk 's" unilaterally called" conference on violence

15 on a one-week visit as the guest of de Klerk . South African government sources were

Supreme Court, to be chaired as before by Kleanthi Koci. Petrit Serjani was elected Attorney



racist organizations Members of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) marched through Gainesville,

acting for the convicted Nazi war criminal, Klaus Barbie, were seeking his release on humanitarian

franchise to the black majority. According to de Klerk , its repeal now appeared possible" provided

Conservative Party walked out en masse during de Klerk 's speech, the party's leader, Andries Treurnicht

. It appeared unlikely, however, that de Klerk would have difficulty steering the proposed

as the legislation was tabled. De Klerk 's speech was also welcomed in the United

inside the country by the ANC. De Klerk was quoted as saying that the agreement

members were Nano, Supreme Court President Kleanthi Koci, writer Kico Blushi, Maj.-Gen. Haxhi

election. Within its ranks, however, Vaclav Klaus , Civic Forum chair since October 1990 [

Civic Forum congress in Prague on Jan. 12-13 Klaus 's faction appeared to dominate proceedings

1991). The restitution was described by Klaus as accelerating the re-establishment of

Mandela, South African President F.W. de Klerk , Namibian Prime Minister Hage Geingob,

leaders State President: Frederik Willem de Klerk . Principal ministers: Roelof" Pik

reform and win concessions on sanctions. De Klerk visited nine European countries in May

p. 37635]. The Secretary-General, Chedli Klibi [for whose re-appointment in March 1989

lifting of sanctions and support President De Klerk . Maj. Botha believed that it was of" cardinal

Swiss State Secretary for External Affairs, Klaus Jacobi, met government ministers and mujaheddin

30165-75]. Cabinet changes President De Klerk made several Cabinet changes on Dec. 4.

1991 was later confirmed officially. De Klerk previously maintained that covert government

former leading figure within the Ku Klux Klan , stated that he would enter every Republican

past association with the racist Ku Klux Klan and neo-Nazi groups as a" youthful indiscretion

Finance Minister and Deputy Premier, Vaclav Klaus , said that the government considered the

Chilean embassy. German Justice Minister Klaus Kinkel had visited Moscow on Oct. 21-22

by any prime minister or president", de Klerk promised his own resignation and that of

constitutional change. On Feb. 24 de Klerk announced the date of the referendum -

Dismissal of Coloured cabinet President de Klerk on Feb. 3 replaced the six-member cabinet

appointed as its head. Foreign relations De Klerk arrived in the United Kingdom on Feb. 1

two challengers (Buchanan and former Ku Klux Klansman David Duke) contested the caucus

Army Faction and border guard trials Klaus Kuron, a former employee of the West German

prepared to resign if requested to do so by de Klerk . On April 8 the South African Communist

political detainees. Also on April 30, de Klerk told Parliament that he had ordered the

session [see pp. 36991; 38086]. De Klerk arrived in Europe the following week on

visiting shortly. On April 24, as de Klerk left for Denmark, Mandela arrived in London

result of the ANC's May 9 ultimatum to de Klerk . Buthelezi was said to be angry that the

chairman and federal Finance Minister Vaclav Klaus was elected overwhelmingly as chairman

slightly in March (to around 14,500), but Kleiner was concerned that job shortages had caused

Presidents Lech Walesa of Poland and Thomas Klestil of Austria, Hungarian Prime Minister Jozsef

- Decision on state ownership - Visit by Klaus After an interval of 54 years the World

Republican candidate and a former Ku Klux Klan leader - faced increasing difficulties

- Aid for Mediterranean countries Egon Klepsch , the German chair of the European People

gained 253 out of 474 votes cast. Klepsch was elected as part of an agreement struck

level on Nov. 10 when President F. W. de Klerk and Botha arrived in Jerusalem. The two

Visit of South African President F.W. de Klerk , the South African President, arrived in

unconditionally. The Khalistan Liberation Front ( KLF ) had been demanding the release of three



the brother of a leading Sikh militant. A KLF leader, Gurjant Singh, had been reported

privatization. Federal Finance Minister Vaclav Klaus described the decision as" disloyal", and

been East Germany. On Oct. 1 Gen. Klaus Naumann took over as Inspector-General

as the SPÖ candidate on Nov. 14. Thomas Klestil , 59, a former United States ambassador

shift in position, with President F. W. de Klerk 's government appearing to surrender a central

constitutional talks. On July 2 de Klerk accused the ANC of attempting to sabotage

unfair and dangerous". On July 14 de Klerk announced the disbandment of 31 and 32

agreement The bilateral agreement signed by Klaus and Meciar on July 23 and reached after

Jaworski (ZChN) Transport Krzystof Kilian ( KLD ) Communications Andrzej Bratkowski (ind

strengthening of its commandos. He challenged de Klerk to hold a whites-only election. Finance

transition from February nineteen ninety when De Klerk said that he would change things and he

Calls to disband MK On Sept. 15 de Klerk repeated his demand for the dissolution

East Germany. The arrest in October 1990 of Klaus Kuron, a senior West German intelligence

Moczulski l.); Kongres Liberalno-Demokratyczny ( KLD-Liberal
Democratic Congress, Donald Tusk l.); 
Konserwatywno-Liberalna

Party (PCP) in Alberta on Dec. 5, Ralph Klein won a decisive second ballot victory with

with a pledge given by President F. W. de Klerk on Feb. 1 [see pp. 37991; 38086]. The measures

Addressing journalists on June 9, de Klerk said that South Africa, Kenya, Nigeria

Nigeria later in the year. On June 10, de Klerk visited Swaziland en route for home and

announced that during the weekend of de Klerk 's visit to Kenya, South African Airways

du Plessis [see p. 38850], President de Klerk announced on May 4 a reshuffle involving

relation as soon as possible. Following de Klerk 's visit to Nigeria in April [see p. 38851

candidate won an absolute majority, Thomas Klestil , the Austrian People's Party (ÖVP) candidate

of Transport and Public Economy. Klestil , 59, a career diplomat who had been ambassador

After a first session on June 8 near Brno, Klaus declared that the two sides' views were

in international law. At this time Klaus announced that he would stand for the post

been suspended indefinitely. Reacting to de Klerk 's suggestion that he was prepared to" look

Relations with Russia A visit to Russia by de Klerk on June 1-2 was the first by a South African

faction), the Liberal Democratic Congress ( KLD ) and the Polish Economic Programme (PPG

** ***Günther Krause (CDU) Transport Klaus
Töpfer (CDU) Environment Christian Schwarz-
Schilling

to double in the course of January alone. Klaus denied accusations by opposition parties

moved to Louisiana safe from the Ku Klux Klan and David Duke? Is a Moroccan asylum seeker

replaced by a new Nationalist leader, FW De Klerk , who promises only cosmetic changes to

fathers had been lynched by the Ku Klux Klan in America? She had a picture of a Southern

what he was starting then, it was like the Klondike of Wales. I mean I I'd love to see the

segmental recognition accuracies of 50% to 60% ( Klatt 1977). This is not accurate enough to recognise

for the correct word to be output at all ( Klovstad 1976). This led to a large increase in

will vary considerably with its context. Klatt (1979) gives the following example: -
context-dependent information to identify 
phonemes. (See Klatt 1979). As Abercrombie writes, `Allophones

which arise from its organisational form. Klein (1989) argues that the NHS tries to square

home care though this was little known. Klein reports that the total sums spent began

highly visible as-of-right entitlement. ( Klein 1989: 218) The result was a sharp

It has been held in C & H Engineering v F Klucznik & Sons Ltd. [1992] that this requires a

the discussion of C & H Engineering v F Klucznik & Sons Ltd. in the previous Chapter). Additionally



Lot twenty eight is a Klingsor there's the Klingsor now showing, Lot twenty eight and I have

mg×6 per day (n=6); Claversal (Smith Kline Dauelsberg, Göttingen, Germany) 500 mg×3
Choreographed by: GABRIELE CHRIST-
SCHRÖDER, GISELA KLÖTZER (BEDU) The use of apparatus encourages

Schule, Coburg Choreographed by: GISELA KLÖTZER (BEDU) Breathing work teaches us
COMPILED BY DR. med H. JOCHEN MEDAU 
AND GISELA KLÖTZER FOR THIS PROGRAMME (translated by Karin

Under the leadership of Frau Gisela Klötzer and Frau Gabi Christ-Schröder, we have

sequence homology between the host antigen and Klebsiella pneumoniae have been shown, the anticolon

No. 23 had a front garden the size of a Kleenex which was either badly looked after or

WHO. Vaccines were kindly donated by Smith Kline Beecham (OPV) and Pasteur-Merieux Serums

treating the IBS symptom complex.' - D. B. Klein , 1988. Klein reviewed the so-called

intelligence officer, Lieutenant Daniel Klop , tried to save them but was shot and later

one man, I think. They belong to the Ku Klux Klan. That explains the `K.K.K.'. Haven't

metre.This theory, already prefigured by Klopstock , was worked out at inordinate length by

theories on the ancient epic. The poets Klopstock , Wieland and Schiller were among those

were plentiful. I shot one for the museum. Klipspringer were numerous on the cliffs at the top

for this scepticism (W. Hoffmailn, in R. Klein , Das Staatsdenken der Römer (1966), 224

plenty of interest in the area but not many Klondykers and somewhat thankfully broke the ice through

pioneered operations with the Eastern Bloc Klondykers in places like Ullapool, and later in Falmouth

to Scotland during the winter of 1971 the Klondyke trade had revived and was bringing a new

sacrosanct, especially when working in the Klondyke ports for period of up to twelve days.

Southern actors called Sod MacGonagall and Fart Klaeber . He gave his laugh, his rich, his million-dollar

fortnightly was `Andrew pretending to be Kleenex . Tampax pretending to be Durex.' What this

glitzy US fashion magazines. And the Calvin Klein jeans-to-cosmetics company may appoint

mass of thick brown hair tumbled down. ` Klara ,' she screamed, `Klara, wink mir doch zu
Rosenfeld, Jacobsen &Ferm, 1953; Friedman, 
1962; Klovan , 1966; Folk, 1966, 1974b). Although these

la Fou, Cousin Cousine, Prizzi's Honour, Klute … CHARITY BEGINS IN A HOME That's it

Go' came on was that I hadn't brought any Kleenex with me. I was fine for the first

family relations. Susan Isaacs, Melanie Klein , D. W. Winnicott and C. W. Valentine all

peripheral stimuli dominate (Shapiro, Egerman & Klein , 1984; Shapiro & Johnson, 1987; Johnson

interpretations. Subsequent studies (e.g. Kleinsmith & Kaplan, 1963, 1964; Parkin, Lewinsohn

only neuro-surgeon. FREE IN EUROPE Bohdan Klymchak , USSR: pardoned and released November 1990

RECORD Confidence is the key. President de Klerk said so in London at the end of April.

held responsible for the death. De Klerk dismissed suggestions that he can't control

part of Poland. Her own father, Solomon
Klinitsky-
Klein (sometimes Kline, who was born at Vilkaviki

influence on Leonard equal to that of A. M. Klein , also a lawyer, but more importantly a

dedicated a poem to him `Song For Abrabam Klein ', in which poetry and song find their first

L. Dudek, I. Layton, F.R. Scott and A.M. Klein , whose ages ranged from 40 to 60; Leonard

Leonard, his mother and his grandfather
Klinitsky-
Klein . (This represents another divergence

culturally advanced' nation of the day. A.M. Klein , a Jewish Montreal poet of considerable

away and made love like some people offer Kleenex and brandy in times of stress. And

set down beside a stretch of water. Klima may perhaps be a common name in Czechoslovakia

inscrutable. His first loves - to make use of Klima 's title - prove to be his last, but prove

lyric about the `Kremlin mountaineer' - Klima 's `great Generalissimo', Stalin - sent



stored before being made public. The boy poet Klima loves literature, and pities himself, in

doctor takes a more than kindly interest in a Klima wide-awake to the sights and sounds of

, is a corner of painful Czechoslovakia. Klima 's stories breathe a delicate patriotism

lyrical. But the lyricism of the character ` Klima ' can be considered an element in the lyricism

considered an element in the lyricism of Ivan Klima , and be thought to encounter there its

to suggest that either of these lyrical Klimas has the makings of the hero of the state

liked. If Andy thought a drawing by Paul Klee looked `sort of funny', he said so. Parsons

see Midnight Run . As we listen to Kevin Kline run through every possible cliché about

Mark's absence in Spain, `the mole' Fred Klepner had spent countless hours going over the

next Planning Committee meeting. Klepner had studied the plan with a sense of shock

manufacturing sources. It was patently obvious to Klepner , now that he had read the plan, that the

and finalise the slide illustrations, so Klepner read and re-read it until he had almost

would begin there. His plan to appoint Klepner to succeed Sanders as European Planning

American. You and I are gonna recommend Klepner . He's been doin' what he's been told to

the European components presentation to Klepner .' `What's that?' `No, correction

plan and then hand over the presentation to Klepner . You can introduce him as the guy you and

They both said the name together - ` Klepner .' Mark was sick at heart as he drove

it,' Muldoon replied breathlessly. `Fred Klepner here is standing in. That's right, Randy

benefit from being associated with it. Klepner stepped down from the podium and waited

on the short list, at this stage,' said Klepner , `because Mark says that when the task

That's what he had always wanted to do, and Klepner was his advance guard. His mole. His trained

said. He seemed somewhat uneasy. ` Klepner did a good job.' `How did he handle

. I handled some and so did Mueller. But Klepner did OK. He didn't let the side down.'

Muldoon made a face. `Afraid so. Klepner will take over the files and ship them

Detroit, where blacks got lynched by the Klan without hindrance in the South, and where

Fool is more likely to be listening to The KLF than The Disc Four. John MCCready OLD

offered her his used hanky. She made do with Kleenex and blotted the black mascara off her face

The worst came in January 1950, when Dr Klaus Fuchs, head of theoretical physics at the

, rather than radically restrict it. Kluge crowned king of America's wealthy From

people in the United States estimates Mr Kluge 's net worth at $5.2bn (£3.3bn), much of

fellow media mogul, Rupert Murdoch. Mr Kluge displaced the long-time title holder, Sam

weighs in at $15bn. The passion of Mr Kluge 's third wife, Patricia, for the royal family

pornographic films in the late 1960s. Mr Kluge also appears to suffer from anglophilia

for the pleasure of the guests. Mr Kluge built a communications conglomerate, Metromedia

trained by Michael Jarvis at Newmarket, the klaxon sounded ominously to indicate a stewards

Allan Boesak and Rev Frank Chikane. Mr de Klerk described the meeting as `talks about talks

were less buoyant, having presented Mr de Klerk with a memorandum in which they listed

asked for similar concessions from Mr de Klerk .. Mr Chikane, the secretary-general

them a chance. They are serious'.' Mr de Klerk , while failing to offer any firm assurances

unconditional', according to President FW de Klerk , his wife and son are prohibited from participating
enough By RICHARD DOWDEN IF President FW 
de Klerk was hoping to ease the pressure on his

reconciliation,' it said. Nor did President de Klerk gain much by telling Mrs Thatcher and the

way, one of the game's celebrities. De Klerk gives order for Sisulu's release From LAURINDA

limitations normally placed on prisoners. Mr de Klerk , who said Mr Mandela's release was `not



in politics, represents a risk for Mr de Klerk , since it is clear Mr Sisulu will have

being abandoned. Leading Article: De Klerk takes a necessary risk By TERRY COLEMAN

family is included, even more so. Mr de Klerk is taking a risk in releasing him unconditionally

built in a beautiful valley where a kloof gave abundant water. This was led through

most of your fellow-passengers have booked KLM on the unhesitating recommendation of both

can be continued beyond them. Paul Klee found that if any path other than a straight

from The Sixth Exercise given by Paul Klee at the Bauhaus, 3 July 1922 from Paul Klee

Klee at the Bauhaus, 3 July 1922 from Paul Klee Notebooks Volume 1: The thinking eye

number, size and quality (Herbin, Rothko, Kline ). (2) Induction : reasoning from the particular

Braque, Miró, Picasso, Bacon, Rothko, Newman, Kline … Vasareley! Modern art is directed

strip has a single continuous surface. The Klein bottle has a single continuous surface

widely rumoured that when the party leader, Klement Gottwald, died, in March 1953, it was from

valley. In the villages of Grindelwald and Kleine Scheidegg, tourists were breakfasting and

in hand along the cliff-top path at Møns Klint , and watched the sea. The Baltic lay becalmed

which postcards have been printed. Møns Klint , known all over the world, as famous in

skills and assured me I wasn't alone in the klutz department.' Then she shows how much

including Picasso, Arp, De Chirico, Paul Klee and Oscar Kokoshka. For Modigliani

first works appeared around 1750. In fact, Klaus 's symmetrical argument is very difficult

One particularly interesting example is Kleinig 's conception of consent as `an act in which

surface by two frogmen. At the same time a klaxon sounded and Russian sailors cleared the

otherwise. Gentler salute President FW de Klerk 's government is very keen to present a

the first time he has met Mr Mbeki. Dr de Klerk , who has acted as an adviser to the anti-apartheid

issued in Pretoria yesterday, President de Klerk made it clear that the South African government

which its billionaire American owner, John Kluge , is asking £10 million. The groups are

million at which the Prince had persuaded Mr Kluge to offer it to the nation, with some assessments

should it turn out that President FW de Klerk is serious about negotiating with black

are potentially a serious force for Mr de Klerk to reckon with. They count among their

government in a hung Parliament according to Kleinwort Benson market watcher Trevor Laugharne.

The researchers, headed by Dr Margaret Klinowska , a Cambridge biologist, and David Goodson

sonar echoes from the reflectors. Dr Klinowska said that, although it was necessary to

Spanish Riding School. Finally, it's on to Klagenfurt , capital of Carinthia, near the shores

shores of the beautiful Worthersee. DAY 6: Klagenfurt - Innsbruck Again, a very scenic drive

private facilities. Half board in Salzburg, Klagenfurt and Innsbruck. Bed and breakfast in Vienna

bedrooms; no singles available. HOTEL
KLOSTERBR
AU (5) Premier This luxurious hotel is rated

entrance hall, cocktail bar and lounge. The Klosterbrau boasts an impressive dining room where

Hypo Bank, one of Germany's biggest. Mr Klaus Gotte, former finance chief of Allianz

individual members of the Bundestag may only ask Kleine Anfrage (small questions): a quorum of

also claimed `Europe' as their calling. Klaus Mann wrote, `I try to give a name to my

feet. Pistol in hand, he parted the leaves. Klaxons sounded from up the road. The little man

the road. The little man looked up. More klaxons beating a tattoo. `Hey, man, what the sheet

procession was on the bridge, everyone shouting, klaxons blaring, and the PP chant repeated like

enlisted the services of the former SS officer Klaus Barbie to advise Bolivian death squads,

Mxenge The State President, Mr F. W. de Klerk , last week refused to order a judicial

dead in birds cargo. The Dutch airline KLM is investigating why `many hundreds' of



will be seen as further evidence of Mr De Klerk 's commitment to a political, rather than

establishment. The State President, Mr F.W. de Klerk , announced yesterday that conscripts would

like Hassler, Reuter and Moller emerging, Klinsmann confirming his European Championship promise

negotiations with the government of Mr F.W. de Klerk . Although adopted by the Organisation for

divorced with two children, is the son of Dr Klaus Gysi, a former East German minister of

to death'. The aircraft returned to Klagenfurt and then went on to Naples where he spent

I am sceptical about his chances.' De Klerk gives Mandela and ANC a growing role: South

JOHN CARLIN NOW THAT President F W de Klerk has announced the release of eight of the

jigsaw. `It is necessary to state,' Mr de Klerk said, `that Mr Nelson Mandela is fully

the government has a crucial say -Mr de Klerk has gone on record as recognising that

his own the negotiating process that Mr de Klerk 's government claims to seek with black

reassume the reins of the ANC leadership. Mr de Klerk 's announcement is being seen as recognition

republic off the face of Africa. Mr de Klerk 's statement was also interpreted as a favour

meetings have been. The election of FW de Klerk as president is a sign of progress, they

and consistently stated… `He said Mr de Klerk wanted to produce a race federation and

conventional trading circumstances'. Kleinwort
makes 11m Adollars on sale By PATRICK 
HOSKING

great joy. Her husband, President FW de Klerk announced, was to be released. More immediately

the TV. We listened and there it was: De Klerk 's announcement. `The men around me

prisoners whose unconditional release Mr de Klerk announced on Tuesday - the exact day they

elsewhere (Holdaway 1983: 147; Hurd 1979; Klockars 1983; Morris and Heal 1981; Tuska 1979)

behaviour. Discretion such as this, what Klockars (1985) calls `selective enforcement', has

Turlington could only be photographed in Klein 's clothes. But over the past month

fuelling rumours of a rift between her and Klein . When the rates of pay are this high

school teacher, married his Ukrainian wife, Klara , in 1965 he carefully studied a number

not taken this course. Polgar met Klara in the traditional Jewish way. His mother

Only the papers by R. Derby and H.J. Kleintjes on acetylenic glycols serving as surfactants

such as L. Bretherick V.C. Marshall and T. Kletz will be well known to readers. To achieve

tells the true story of a clergyman, Father Kleinsorge , who was helping to tend the wounded….

phosphate ester business', according to Klaus Grundmann, head of the company's Additives

Brits - Big Audio Dynamite, Kate Bush, the KLF , Genesis, Vic Reeves and the Wonder Stuff

finance work helped put another 9 points on Kleinwort Benson at 260p and 13 onto Hambros at 263p

arms deal reached by the superpowers. De Klerk pelted at township rally by Fred Bridgland

ANC. Trouble broke out when Mr de Klerk entered a big candy-striped marquee in
International: The whiter than white new face of 
the Klan Ex-skinhead gives extremism a clean-cut

Bournemouth, is the new, disarming face of the Ku Klux Klan in America, intent on building on

is the new, disarming face of the Ku Klux Klan in America, intent on building on the political

Carolina and Arkansas of the two most powerful Klans , the Invisible Empire and the KKK Knights

because they incited the crime. The United Klans of America were bankrupted when Morris

Alabama, said that `hate groups' like the Klan were multiplying because of hard economic

Robb is obviously manipulating him. `The Klans are toning down the rhetoric to make themselves

death in Liege in 1922 of a young man called Kleine . Kleine and Simenon were members of a group

along a ridge above the bird-filled lake of Kleífarvatn . The Krísuvík pools are not signed, either

of Princess Volupine with Sir Ferdinand Klein presents us again with a similar situation

experiment in `Suite Clownesque'. SONG BY KLIPSTEIN AND KRUMPACKER SNOW AND SWARTS AS 



BEFORE

as trite as life in the city where Doris, Klipstein , and Krumpacker exchange their polite,

Do we like London!! Eh what Klip? KLIPSTEIN . Say, Miss - er - uh - London's swell.

Smith Kline Corporation (now part of Smith Kline Beecham) intended to introduce its decongestant

notwithstanding (don't forget: Benjamin owned a Klee ). Be that as it may, these avant-gardes

Europe, and The Gap, Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein in the States, in terms of creating brand

friends in a disco. The Princess left Klosters on her own. Back in London, her name began

not help. In the Gulf, in addition to the Kleenex , everywhere they went, no matter what time

sorry to say. Ha! ha! Klaus, isn't it? and Klara - Oh, of course -' corrected - `Erika,

Dresden train, punctual to the minute, its klaxon , muted by distance, sounding a friendly

African administration of President F.W. de Klerk is holding talks across a wide spectrum

constitutional reform. President De Klerk is expected to meet the neo-Nazi leader

newspaper columnist. He asked President De Klerk for a meeting after the National Party

in Butterfield 8 (1960) and Jane Fonda in Klute (1971). 5 APPEAR IN A `SWEEP' BIGGIE

rights. Yet 1991 has arrived. Unless Mr de Klerk 's speech concedes more than expected, talks

raised to 49%. This will allow Holland's KLM to keep a big investment in Northwest Airlines

finance, Graham Pimlott, were both once at Kleinwort Benson, just such a merchant bank. Creating

issue. Another British merchant bank, Kleinwort Benson, owned up to writing off loans totalling

nationhood, at midnight on March 20th, Mr de Klerk - vanquished by, of all people, the UN

accepting the inevitable as much as Mr de Klerk . One of the things Namibia's new

for small orders. In the council meeting, Kleinwort Benson and UBS Phillips & Drew objected

. His Czechoslovak equivalent, Mr Vaclav Klaus , may be winning his fight inside the government

whites are. David Duke, a former Ku Klux Klan grand wizard, won almost two-thirds of

artefacts known as the Quedlinburg treasures. Klaus Maurice, the secretary-general of the German

Duke, a Louisiana politician and former Ku Klux Klansman. They are campaigning against

Louisiana politician and former Ku Klux Klansman . They are campaigning against the city's

east-west team of Peter Timm and Reinhard Kloos . The cast is also drawn from both eastern

week. On February 15th President F.W. de Klerk announced that most of the remaining obstacles

its commitment to the rule of law. Mr de Klerk may, therefore, find it harder to get approval

, and received death threats from the Ku Klux Klan. In the Sixties Cash was a wild

By David Bamford in Lagos PRESIDENT de Klerk arrived in Abuja, Nigeria, yesterday at

ahead with two days of talks with Mr de Klerk despite the refusal of the African National

Abuja and will be holding talks with Mr de Klerk today, according to General Ike Nwachukwu

Preparations for a Nigerian visit by Mr de Klerk last year were put on ice because of ANC

flick of his thumb. Herr Hans-Eberhard Klein , the Frankfurt prosecutor who led the search

librettists and composers. The Death of Klinghoffer , with music (if that's the word) by John

Liverpool group, and their merchant bankers at Kleinwort Benson. Like the Conservative government

put pressure on Heron IN TURNING to Gary Klesch , Heron International's bondholders have

sluggish. Chung Lew, chief equities trader at Kleinwort Benson in New York, said: `The market has

was up 6 to 325p on a recommendation from Kleinwort Benson, CU gained 7 to 411p and GA rose

towards his dream of striking a rich seam. The Klondike and Hollywood had much in common. True,

. At the end of this street is the Klausen Synagogue constructed by Rabbi Cohen in

Street, on the right at No. 20/536 is the Klement Gottwald Museum. Its collection of Communist

caller would only tell her his name was Klaus . I guessed it was one of my circle of private



`I took the call. It sounded like Klaus Richter, although there was a lot of background

when the girl returned. She whispered that Klaus told her she must take the message from

after I'd read it. A clever touch that. Klaus was a very careful man. I let her take

me afterwards. No evidence…' `This Klaus Richter in Freiburg,' she suggested. `Could

London began earlier this year when FW de Klerk visited London as President-in-waiting.

$225m shortfall, but will instead repay KLM out of operating profits -a move analysts

Christ-figure, and throughout the second half Jack Klaff is dressed and posed accordingly, culminating

resurrect the king, and the still figure of Jack Klaff , there is nothing radical or dynamic in

electronics group Plessey. Morgan Grenfell amd Kleinwort Benson, each of whom played no role in

group which included Mein Liebster ist so Klein and Ich hab' in Penna. But she effortlessly

One good piece of news is that the Ku Klux Klan has almost entirely disappeared - those

determination were not always appreciated. Klaus was a boy with a good school certificate

that Kerrang has its own club, or rather ` klub ', at the Marquee every week. `Also

music Media stuntman Jimmy Cauty of the KLF was born in Totnes . Vainglorious Eighties

it takes, send CV and covering letter to: Klebb Memorial Suite, Smersh, PO Box etc.

closely followed by the extension of the Klawitter yards. Canals and the inland waterways

choice. THE FOUNDATIONS According to Klein , a child psychoanalyst, babies are consumed

polyurethane technology product sector of Kloeckner Ferromatik Desma . Elastogran will take

still awaiting to be rediscovered! Mike Klymko is based at Outward Bound Loch Eil .

seductive recital. [Julian Haylock] KLEMPERER OK! Although I am not in possession of

the fact that to the very end of his life, Klemperer remained a controversial musical figure

Yet first impressions may be illusory, for Klemperer brings different, though equally valid,

where the composer offers balletic dynamism, Klemperer 's almost obsessive emphasis on heavy articulation

Not surprisingly, few interpreters rival Klemperer in the section in the Finale which (purportedly

Symphony in Three Movements can survive the Klemperer treatment, it would be difficult to defend

the Dreigroschenoper in Berlin in 1929. Klemperer recorded excerpts from the Suite with members

is interesting to note however that while Klemperer 's speeds thirty years are on far more deliberate

remains intact. Unlike many recent versions, Klemperer is admirable in avoiding concessions to

impetuosity and expressiveness balanced by Klemperer 's stoicism. Yet the Finale, taken at a

the disc, it's perhaps fair to state that Klemperer 's Johann Strauss will not please those

The main bone of contention is undoubtedly Klemperer 's predilection for extremely slow tempi

minutes! There are of course passages where Klemperer 's gravitas is amazingly powerful, as in

magnificent. Indeed, it could be argued that Klemperer 's steadfastness serves to underline the

boyfriend (I can well imagine that Kevin Kline stole the show in that part) to his secretly

good filler for a very pleasant disc. [ KL ] omission FALLA Interested readers

introduction to Rossini in his bicentenary year. [ KL
] Arias for Bas RAMEY, CHORUS AND 
ORCHESTRA

Mozart - Josef Krips's Don Giovanni and Eric Kleiber 's Le Nozze di Figaro , both with the VPO

Ensemble/Haas. Special `Editions' of Klemperer or Beecham need no recommendation. For

portfolio ranging from toothpaste to Calvin Klein perfumes. Succeeding Mike Perry,

finance. Bay Green, who spent 17 years with Kleinwort Benson before defecting to Hill Samuel

head of corporate finance, is back with Kleinwort , this time with a seat on the board. His

according to BASF finance director Max Dietrich Kley , is that the chemical giant's figures understate

`I believe the SEC's argument is false,' Kley says. `We can see in the American financial

company is cautious even by German standards. Kley points out that conservative accounting



published for a German coal by Jüntgen and Klein (1975) (Figs. 12 and 13). These values

trapped in their burrows by flood water. Klein (1975a) has described fossilized carnivore

inside them there are fat people made-up as Klingons . Although the costumes are laughable, the

realise that in all the other Star Treks the Klingons , a backward, confrontational brunch, represented

and stares straight ahead, blows a furious klaxon on the horn. The car leaps forward, tears

barracks, or Dartmoor prison, or Ku Klux Klan , or Catholic priesthood or boardroom or

world's first airborne auction sale. In a KLM Airbus circling over Switzerland and Germany

the High Court, in the landmark case of Kleinwort Benson Limited v. Malaysian Mining Corporation

include a range of bacteria, e.g. Azotobacter klebsiella and Rhodospirillium as well as several

Vancouver Symphony Orchestra, with Dr Otto Klemperer conducting, played brilliantly. When I

some DNA with chromosome 8. This led George Klein , of the Karolinska Institute in Sweden,

Zhukov, Mikhail Suslov, Anastas Mikoyan and Kliment Voroshilov, the great mandarins on the

often killed and eaten. In fact, her mate Klono had been killed and dragged off by a leopard

is standing by its decision to strip the Klias peninsula national park of its protected

on the seashore The Middle Stone Age at Klasies River Mouth in South Africa by Ronald Singer

dependence on shellfish by the people of the Klasies River Mouth for a large part of their food

of the Universite Paris-Sud at Orsay and Klaus Bechgaard from the H.C. Oersted Institute

and compact spaces instead of knots and Klein bottles. In contrast, P. A. Firby and C.

, 26 August, 1962). Since then, the LNI, klein Associates, and Partech Ltd have also reported

paperback novel in one day. `On the average, a Kleenex box and a cigarette package were consumed

can appear, as Th. Englert and Klaus von Klitzing at the University of Würzburg discovered

closed for the Tour's progress. They have klaxons , banners, national flags. The names of

the city through the diverse eyes of Kevin Kline 's anxious but sympathetic lawyer, Steve

highly sensitive skin. Professor Albert Kligman , director of the Ageing Skin Clinic at

Kelly Klein wore the pears husband Calvin Klein had given her. Startlingly white on skin

Calvin and Kelly - casting pearls before Kleins La Cicciolina: a soft touch for Jeff Coons

lap he was in the lead group, following Klementiev , Bohacs and Zereske with Bartunek already

of these fits. Creeping past Dame Kleetie 's door and fleeing like a shadow across

number of other influential commentators - Klein and O'Higgins (1985); Goodin (1985) - to

nothing on Josie but a couple of folded Kleenex and a Tube ticket, but then when he rolled

February. INTERNATIONAL NEWS Wolters Kluwer makes striking move into Scandinavia

reflections on art by modernists such as Flaubert, Klee , and Auguste Macke did hold that literature

Bürgertum from `below'. Secession leader Gustav Klimt 's Pallas Athena, painted in 1898, symbolized

against the liberal ego of bourgeois man. Klimt 's Jurisprudence, a ceiling painting for

vision of the shattered body of Wolfgang Klein swam before her eyes, her stomach contracted

the tragedy,' said Melissa. `Was Wolfgang Klein a close friend?' Bonard waved a dismissive

day it had happened. So, what if Wolfgang Klein 's innocent enquiries about hidden caves

evidence', demanding to be allowed to treat Klein 's death as murder; he would harass and

rocks… close to where we found Wolfgang Klein ,' he panted. `Is he dead?'

especially that idiot Hassan. After Monsieur Klein 's death he asked Fernand a lot of stupid

very simple, Madame. The death of Monsieur Klein was, as the médecin légiste maintained

was homosexual, nor that he and Wolfgang Klein were lovers. Alain was greatly distressed

that he had something to do with Wolfgang Klein 's death. He was mortally disappointed when

research by Sundborg (1956) on the river Klarälven , also in Sweden, led to some modification



out of Sherwood Forest, Leslie Howard's Ku Klux Klan hood and the original telephone invented

what a pervert is, I suppose. No, not a kleptomaniac . Heavens, what a word l No, this man was

sentences from the Andante of Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik : Notice how the second sentence

Seattle the time they were going up to the Klondike Gold Rush. The same Aye. man? And, and

expedient response. In a recent study ( Kloska and Ramasut 1985) sources of stress were

the openings of `Ach Schatz, ich thu dir klagen ' and `Fahr hin, guts Liedelein'; but they

cf Booted Eagle. Call a rather musical `
klee-klee-klee-
klee '. Wooded, often rocky, mountains, in winter

bill. Normal call a shrill penetrating ` kleeep ', also a shorter `pic, pic', and a loud

. Swims readily and up-ends. Main call ` klooit ', also a soft grunting flight note, and

nothing to aid them. I have no great love for Klaus Ebert - I think he's a pompous old windbag

fiercer one, some sixty miles eastward, at Klein Königsberg. Even her tremendously high

in Cambridge University Library.] Aaron Klug , Rosalind Elsie (1920-1958), crystallographer

independent means, he worked first with KLG sparking plugs in 1920, as competition

Job, and was encouraged to translate the Klopstock memoirs for publication. She dreaded being

Origines de la Maternité de Paris , 1888; P. J. Klukoff , `Smollett's Defence of Dr. Smellie in

within regions were even greater (Buxton and Klein , 1975, 1978; Jones and Masterman, 1976;

the Conservative reforms is to be found in Klein , R. (1991). The Politics of the National

signs whilst still watching for pursuit. Klaxons echoed up and down the shaft. The peculiar

about the hundredth time, I cursed whatever kleptomaniac curmudgeon had walked off the train with

continued his scrutiny of the room. He paused at Klaus Buhle, the Frankfurt Daily News proprietor

as Kaas joined his men in the forest, the klaxon alarm sounded at the barracks and canteen

raised his glass. `To you, Father.' Klaus smiled and lifted his glass in acknowledgement

trouble in the mining colonies.' `Yes…' Klaus eyed his son with new respect. He had only

me a good wife, don't you think?' Klaus nodded, suddenly awkward. `Yes… Which is

one of her real lovers, would you?' Klaus shrugged, out of his depth. `I guess not

husband and have it out with them.' Klaus 's fingers tightened on his son's shoulder

father's cheek. `But thank you.' Klaus grinned. `For what? I am your father, Hans

Timber is to Sarawak what gold was to Klondike : the fast track to wealth and prosperity

increasingly unpopular, did not last much longer. Kleisthenes , head of the Alkmeonid family, had been

his supporters the measure was carried. Kleisthenes , his enemies grumbled, having found himself

revolution; and he appealed to his friend Kleomenes to come back and restore order. Kleomenes

such questions it remained controversial. Kleisthenes did not stay to argue it. It did not suit

to go; the people came out in arms; and Kleomenes and Isagoras, enormously outnumbered, fell

laugh of me? - Oh, by Our Lady, NO! For not Kleomenes himself who seized it long ago, Got off

civil parish. There were 168 of these; and Kleisthenes divided them into thirty groups, ten each

Themistokles; but that did not happen. Kleisthenes is said to have written into his constitution

year went Megakles the Alkmeonid, nephew of Kleisthenes and brother-in-law of Xanthippos; two years

League, Athens and a few islands. Kleomenes of Sparta was no longer available; he was

return, as king. It looked like victory for Kleomenes . But when he returned he went mad, so said

democracy; Syracuse imitated the constitution of Kleisthenes , even to the institution of ostracism.

accident that Argos about this time adopted the Kleisthenean type of democracy; the men of Elis for

obtain incontrovertible evidence. It was Kleomenes over again… Pausanias took sanctuary, and

presumably the disappointment of hopes raised by Kleomenes and Pausanias had left a legacy of bitterness

independence. Among the killed was Kleinias . He left a small son named Alkibiades,



deep pits over the next three years. Kleinwort Benson mining analyst Huw Williams says

coins when they played the popular Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. This odd Russian jazz, rendered

Toscanini's NBC seconds sound glorious, as do Klemperer 's, antiphonally disposed, on his 1957 EMI

his aunts Lady Berry, and Mrs Murray de Klee , with Colonel de Klee. Others present

and Mrs Murray de Klee, with Colonel de Klee . Others present included the bride

supervised by Eric Wright, Karl's assistant at KL . A white plaster trumpet vase joins the

First came Chloé and Lagerfeld for Men, the KL-Femme and KL-Homme. `Before, designer fragrances

and Lagerfeld for Men, the KL-Femme and KL-Homme . `Before, designer fragrances didn't exist

(`Such a wonderful eye for boulle'), Mrs Kluge (`My dear, the house! Mind you, she can't

the Princess of Wales (1), John and Pat Kluge (2), Candia McWilliam (3), the Duke of

what we call the pressement ,' says Edith Klar , head of scientific communication at Lancôme

braid on blind, £9.71 per m. Fabric: Klarbar 8125237 cotton fabric, 150 cm wide, £15.90

his colleagues, Vladimir Dlouhy and Vaclav Klaus , became a member of the new government
PA IN DUSIT THANI ONE OF BANGKOK'S 
MANY KLONGS RIVER KWAI 3 days/2 nights Taking

society in the years after the Civil War, the Klan spread rapidly in the 1920s, not only in

principal clients, Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein - who, Michael Gross has written," spearheaded

Karl Lagerfeld, Ralph Lauren and Calvin Klein , in particular. A giant poster advertising

particular. A giant poster advertising Calvin Klein shorts for men, which stood in Times Square

frame")." KLEIN GROSSHIRNSALTO Astrid Klein was trained at art school but began as

In 1953 Eugene Aserinsky and Nathaniel Kleitman reported rapid, saccadic (tracking) eye
DREAMS CONFINED TO REM SLEEP? 
Aserinsky and Kleitman in 1953 and Dement and Kleitman in 1957

reputation for being attention-demanding. Kleiman found that shadowing produced only moderate

despite distraction. We can conclude from Kleiman 's experiments that when our attention is

with new tracks. He sold it in 1989 to John Kluge , the richest man in the US, whose wife

towards their forest, a Brazilian), but Kluge is still keeping negotiations open with

social solidarity. Consider, for example, Kloppenberg 's assessment of Sidney Webb: `Although

societies during the late nineteenth century. In Kloppenberg 's words: After 1870 industrialization

beginning of a race.) Those who believe that klaxon horns or traffic lights (as used elsewhere

of universal accessibility. Rudolf Klein , in a remarkable about turn, concluded

at the McMichael Canadian Art Collection, Kleinburg , Ontario. The exhibition is organised and

devoted to that picture in 1985'. Max Klinger at the Städel FRANKFURT AM MAIN. Apart

Städel FRANKFURT AM MAIN. Apart from Max Klinger 's superb etchings, the rest of his work

sculpture, seen as the crowning achievement of Klinger 's career by admirers (including the artist

also have a nucleus of prints by William Klein , donated by Virginia Zabriskie. But these

Artschwager, Baselitz, Dahn, Droese, Astrid Klein , Kluge, Paeffgen, Penck and Polke.

number of foreign artists, including Leger, Klee and Chagall. In the early Fifties

Khakhar (India), Per Kirkeby (Denmark), Harald Klingelhöller (Germany), Kurt Kocherscheidt (Austria)

remember going to see some works by the artist Klement Redko. I was met by his widow. I asked

A big stack of drawings and gouaches by Klyun were missing… Overall, there was a lot

organiser' Maria-Rosa Boezem and artist Jouke Kleerebezem , to enrich the Floriade with an international

by a number of bodies including Lloyd's, KLM , the Office of Cultural Affairs, Berlin

taste of American collectors, led by Duveen, Kleinberger , Agnew, Knoedler and Colnaghi, remained

Henny Jahn's play `Medea' by poet Thomas Kling , accompanied by organ music and a five-person

the Generalsekretär of the Kulturstiftung, Klaus Maurice, whose view of German culture transcends



Wilhelm Nay, Emil Schumacher and Fritz Winter. Klaus Werner is currently preparing an exhibition

sale by Alexander Klee, grandson of Paul Klee who was given the painting by Kandinsky

£76,000 ($129,200) for a fire painting by Yves Klein (lot 47, est. £70,000-90,000). By

include Alexandre Rosenberg, Pierre Matisse, Klaus Perls, Eugene Thaw, Andre Emmerich, Leo

like Sidney Janis, Alexandre Rosenberg, Klaus Perls, Pierre Matisse. They went to see

European New Realists, Spoerri, Armand and Yves Klein . In the Seventies Stünke inaugurated relationships

watercolour volumes. Entitled `Kandinsky kleine Freuden-Aquarelle und Zeichnungen' (Kandinsky

hoped to mark the 2500th anniversary of Kleisthenes ' democratic reforms in fifth-century BC

Hoo Wernher family collection; from John Kluge ; and sixty lots from the Meikleour Estate

featured in a four person show at Michael Klein , `Photoworks'. The premise is the same

of figures executed by the painter Pierre Klossowski , here on show for the first time, entitled

Switzerland, and West German video artists Klaus Vom Bruch and Marcel Odenbach. In July

Werner Libuda, Gerd Sonntag and Siegfried Klotz . At the same time, the Galerie Poll introduces

of 1.4.24, while pedalling policeman Mark Kliskey crossed the line 25 seconds behind him.

because he is just brilliant. Andrew Klavan The Animal Hour (HarperCollins) Don't

Norman Neruda, a Swede, and guide Christian Klucker . With all the major peaks climbed, Neruda

philosophy. Similarly, the work of Melanie Klein can be seen to have built upon Freud by

nuclear bombs South African President F.W.De Klerk has admitted his country built six nuclear

keep it alive for the rest of us. De Klerk grants vote to Blacks on changes President

time to our excercises in Wales, and With KLemble closing soon it gives us the chance to

victory In South Africa, President De Klerk has predicted victory in the referendum

by-election. It has prompted President De Klerk to hold a referendum to guage white support

referendum on March 17th President De Klerk of South Africa has said the whites-only

vaccine against the virus. Scientists at Smith Kline Beecham have been working on Havrix for

David Turner, QC, and prosecutor Rodney Klevan , QC, engaged in legal discussion this morning

silver Rover 216, registration number F333 KLG , was seen outside the Mr News shop at The

barrister David Turner QC and prosecutor Rodney Klevan QC. Judge Mr Justice Charles McCullough

prosecution at Liverpool Crown Court, Rodney Klevan QC said: `Paula was found hanging by the

Jones, Kooiman, Harbor, Friedel, Henderson, Klopas , Lalas. ENGLAND: Woods (Sheff Wed); Dixon

Hillman. 3, Aled Jones. 4, Melbourne. 5, Klaus Barbie. 6, Yellow parking lines. 7, Dorset

them, as well as two German girls, Sylke Klaus and Gabi Von Voight. `Unfortunately

medical supplies, equipment and clothes to the Klaipicla Children's Hospital in Lithuania after

lap belt guides could break. Seat makers Klippan urged parents who have bought the seats

criticise truancy tables Mandela and De Klerk reach agreement FTSE up 10 The hundred

Klerk Nelson Mandela and President De Klerk have won the Nobel peace prize for working

West Side Story by Opera Northern Ireland, Klondyke Building, 7.30pm. Paintings by John Crabtree

designed the production. The refurbished Klondyke Building is part of the old Gas Works located

opened a new plant to produce HFC 32 [` Klea ' 32]. This product will form the basis

form the basis of a range of ozone-benign ` Klea ' Blends which should replace both CFCs

July ICI opens world's first HFC 32 [` Klea ' 32] plant, an ozone-benign alternative

12,000 plus have visited it. GM goes for Klea American motor giant General Motors has

the use of C&P's alternative fluorocarbon, Klea 134a. as a replacement for CFC 12 in car

to the Kaiser about the difficulties von Kluck 's right wing had run into - only to receive

neighbouring house. Detectives believe the klller may have tried to burn the bodies in an



number to our credit. the setting up of the ` Klea ' Business has been a world-class performance

Society took great pleasure in sending Gisela Klotzer (Bedu), Director of Movement at the Medau

inveigled, by , into performing with the `Dopple Kloppers ', being taught at that session! All

friends of the British Medau Society - Gisela Klotzer (better known as Bedu, Director of Movement

foundation for a democratic South Africa. Mr de Klerk said he was overwhelmed by the award. And

but the man responsible, President F W de Klerk , was himself being welcomed from a successful

shacks spring up like mushrooms. For the de Klerk government it's a political as well as

by removal of the EcoRI site (by cutting, Klenow filling-in of 5' overhangs followed by

removed by cutting with SphI and PvuII, Klenow end-filling, followed by blunt-end ligation

or BamHI respectively, end-labelling with Klenow and &agr;grS] grT] 32 P dATP, followed

218 bp from pBENDP. These fragments were Klenow end-labelled and isolated as before to

backwards has been deafening. Already de Klerk has emphasised that Inkatha participation

Three's a crowd: Alison Ramsay (Western Klick Photopoint) is squeezed out by two Hyndland

the disappearance of veterans like libero Klaus Augenthaler, defender Andreas Brehme and

Voeller to come out of retirement if Juergen Klinsmann and Karl-heinz Riedle struggle with their

Africans although for months President de Klerk has been sitting down with Nelson Mandela

The democratic vision of President de Klerk needs the support by all people of goodwill

Time Collection, pen and inkwell prints at KL , or madder motifs at KS Selection seem

separatist Boer-estaat Party, warned: `Since De Klerk won't allow us an election to get him out

introduced by free market apostle Vaclav Klaus after the collapse of communism. Mr Klaus

after flooding washed away its foundations Klondyker drugs fuel fears of trafficking By Tom

the first time in the 30-year history of klondyking that such an event has happened in Scottish

and amphetamine. The aptly named Operation Klondike two years ago saw several Scots, including

first all-race elections, President FW de Klerk gave cabinet posts to non-whites for the
election-oriented phase in the political process,' Mr 
de Klerk said. The ANC move to end sanctions

blocks THE South African president, FW de Klerk , and the ANC leadership must be pretty

is little other reason why President de Klerk should decide at this point to include

Death and the Fire: a dialogue with Paul Klee , to be premiered on 27 March. `The dialogue

my understanding of certain colourings - Klee 's images fascinate me, and somehow, my

movements, the first Tan's personal portrait of Klee , the fifth, a self-portrait. The discussion

family row for instruments uncannily like klaxons . This was early music at its best

Catherine Wynn, the stores analyst at Kleinwort Benson Securities, described the price

waters to the south of Cape Town. Mr de Klerk said the National Party government decided
International Atomic Energy Agency welcomed Mr 
de Klerk 's offer to allow inspection of its nuclear

bloodletting. The reformist president, FW de Klerk , told parliament on Wednesday the mobilisation

success of the Wednesday morning Kiddies Klub at the Spectrum Leisure Complex in Willington

market share of about 15 per cent. Mr Klein said he agreed with initial City reaction

Photopoint A. At home tomorrow to Western Klick Photopoint (Meadowbank, 4pm), Royal High

goes on a pilgrimage to the German town of Kleve on April 30, because of its high value.

(NT) 28.2; 300m L Hall (T) 44.3; 800m N Klay (N) 2:27.6; 1500m A Tremble (NT) 4:42.1

Misty Blue Inn, Spennymoor, 8-11pm. Kiddies Klub , Spectrum Leisure Complex, Hunwick Lane

the notorious James Bond character Rosa Klebb ,' Anne wrote. She said the KGB minder

sheet. South African President F W de Klerk ducked out of the row when he arrived for

in a controversy,' he said. Mr de Klerk will meet John Major this morning before



of New York since modelling in the Calvin Klein campaign. The woman who spotted Kate

white hope SOUTH African President F W de Klerk said yesterday he did not want his children

months ago coloured Erica Adams blamed de Klerk when she broke off her engagement to his

' Serenade, the exquisite miniature Eine Kleine Nachtmusik and the three magnificent wind
divertimento-style' pieces, the exquisite serenade 
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik , and its antithesis, Ein musikalischer

after a fearsome tackle on Monaco's Jurgen Klinsmann and goes into the European Cup tie talking

wrought by the unification process. Klaasen 's contention that `the only integration
village. MARKET ROUND UP BASELAYER 
Calvin Klein eat your heart out. Sexy underwear's got

Smith 1961) and illegal monopoly pricing ( Klass 1975) both mean that customers pay more

to keep their financial dealings closed ( Klass 1975). Establishing guilt in a corruption

self-defence. Witnesses dismissed this. Mr de Klerk stressed that his own forces were not involved

by those forces inside President F.W. de Klerk 's administration determined to hang on

the breaking off of reform talks with de Klerk in June after the attack on the Boipatong

the company manufacturing it. Smith Kline Beecham spokesman Alan Chandler said: `

follows talks on Saturday between President de Klerk and Nelson Mandela. 3,000 DIE IN CAMP

resuming between Mandela and President de Klerk . LEADER: Mandela Woman's work is done

Mandela, marched to South African President De Klerk 's government office yesterday demanding

was the country's biggest ever. Later De Klerk hinted that power-sharing talks will soon

old. The germ - a vicious strain of Klebsiella - was identified on July 23 when the first

infection,' said the spokeswoman. Klebsiella is a common bacteria, but the rare strain

to charity - but stayed as an agent with Kleeneze . Brandy Then in June, Ivan died in

of pure gold.' A spokeswoman at the Kleeneze HQ in Bristol, said: `Mr Leech was a very
quest for gold in AGUIRRE, WRATH OF GOD 
with Klaus Kinski as the conquistador leading an expedition

seven days. They will fly with with KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, on their

sensational seven days. They'll jet with KLM Royal Dutch Airlines on their brand new

be drawn from the local IT industry. Bob Kloak is to lead a technical support team, staffed

was a British 1930s version of the Ku Klux Klan which was active in 1936 - 7. With an elaborate

XRT/3D FOR MOTIF ON SHOW Canadian firm KL Group Inc, Ontario will show XRT/3d for

ground at Tenerife between Pan American and KLM Boeing 747s which to this day accounts

America flying for the Shell company. I joined KLM Royal Dutch Airlines in 1948 and was based

the cabin floor. Was it a case of KLM bringing pressure, for commercial reasons

subscribers. MultiMarket Publications, c/o Kleiman International Consultants 80 Wall Street

. Then KLM sets new ones. At KLM , we're always improving to keep pace with

, you can expect a lot of good news from KLM as we continue to meet your expectations

. Interior design service available. KLC SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN The courses

INTERIOR DESIGN The courses offered by KLC range from one to three day workshops on

Colchester Odeons. Diverse skills of Kevin Kline ONE of the great omissions at this year

he gives. So who is the real Kevin Kline ? `I'm a real hypersensitive, hypochondriac

Musicman. GORDON Smith GS-1, black, new Klusons , Duncan `59, £160. Fender Jap '50s or '60s

frets. The machineheads are in the older Kluson style, with incredibly convenient slotted

`I like some of the new stuff. The KLF is fantastic - bloody hell, great records

colour really suits the cut. Created by Ralph Kleeli in Rochdale Soft tousled perm on Elizabeth

machines to replace the notoriously poor Kluson Sealfast tuners, a top-class refret with



all the `right' old-fashioned bits (like Klusons , round string retainers and brass saddles

use a slotted headstock with side-mounted Kluson machines, and that's what gives the strings

your cow' as that's about the only thing Klondyke don't get involved in. Instead, for their

n't it? When the hides arrive at the Klondyke factory they're actually half butts, for

on the shape and condition of the butt, Klondyke would expect to extract around seven 2&ins;

next time you buy a guitar strap with ` Klondyke ' on it, you'll know what's gone into making

Eaton Police, or Phil Boot on . The Klondyke Trading Company lost a considerable amount

railway in northwest Canada, following the Klondike Trail. Because of Paul's job, the

really like a particular kind of Calvin Klein panties because they feel really comfortable

is as impulsive and easily distracted as KLF leader Bill Drummond, and similarly shifts
Pole to Pole, ZODIAC MINDWARP and 
enigmatic KLF mastermind BILL DRUMMOND have decided to

out to make a bit of exposure from it. The KLF were clever enough to do it when they did

copy I own is an import. Once again Larry Klein (that is, `Mr Joni Mitchell') is given

`ethereality'. Incidentally, Larry Klein is supposed to have produced the new Shawn

current leading expert in which is Peter Klein of Hamburg University), these new techniques

including paintings by Picasso and Paul Klee , and a rare early alabaster sculpture by

drawings by proto-Surrealist artist Max Klinger will be shown at the Shepherd Gallery,

Pettibone (21 April-29 May). Curated by Klaus Ottmann, editor of the Journal of Contemporary

. With a solo exhibition of the works of Klaus Suss from Chemnitz (until 5 May), Gunar

has been sponsored by a grant from John W. Kluge . The Vatican's decision to allow the exhibition

watercolour `Section of a town' by Paul Klee was sold for DM250,000 (£100,000; $160,000

top price of £300,000 ($450,000) for Yves Klein 's impressive sponge painting `RE 26 Rosa

James Casebere is showing `The Prisons' at Klein , photographs of abstract models he has

Bauhaus rug designs which strongly suggest Klee ; fabric patterns by such diverse talents

French nineteenth-century art, including Klaus Herding, Martin Sonnabend and Margaret

Courbet, Millet, Man Ray, Duchamp, Marinetti, Klein , Warhol, Raysse and Cesar. Until Christmas

reality experienced in the cultic ceremony' ( Klappert 1976: Vol. II, 372-389). For the

worse. The Czechoslovak Communist leader, Klement Gottwald, who had died in the same year

undescribed remains from Pasalar and perhaps the Klein Hadersdorf specimens. The palaeoenvironments

of the hominine condition. 5. Increased klinorhynchy , which has been linked with most of the

and various other parties aghast at Mr de Klerk 's actions. The Front draws its core

the one-third of whites who opposed Mr de Klerk in last year's referendum on reform. Most

apartheid's familiar problems. Mr de Klerk has responded to the formation of the Volksfront

before an election will be harder for Mr de Klerk to ignore. Oil in Latin America A sacred

shareholding. The Czech prime minister, Vaclav Klaus , describes the deal as `the first example

an Islamic state. President F.W. de Klerk and Nelson Mandela met to discuss the growing

as no different from themselves (Morgan Klein , 1985). Finally, Fisher et al. (1986) discovered

a film, `Mississippi Burning', in which Klansmen beat a black child to death. Walking home

Kohl's unity-landslide in 1990. Hans-Ulrich Klose , a lawyer and former Hamburg mayor who

he felt deserted, he went to see Chester Klein , patron of the arts by diverse hands, a

prophesying the same for three decades, and Klein had out-prospered every one of them. The

him there. He'd never known a time when Klein didn't need money for some gambit or other

would be warm and covered with cat hairs. Klein was already in the living room, pouring

man. I'm going back to live in the studio, Klein . I'll paint whatever you need.' `



Gentle sourly. `You know it's true.' Klein switched on the light. There were three

Weeping. Blissful. I'll work my balls off, Kleiny , which'll be fine because I won't need

was about to become. And if it didn't - if Klein
was wrong and his handiwork remained 
undiscovered

shelf and plate. Though he'd spoken with Klein daily there was no sign of a commission

artist himself would have wept to see it. Klein advanced Gentle five hundred pounds to

Manhattan, and put him beyond the deadline Klein had set. But his thoughts had not turned

not turned to his business dealings with Klein more than once during the journey. They

striking instance has occurred in Germany. Klaus Töpfer, the federal environment minister

or, as some say, capitulated to it. Mr de Klerk is criticised as an appeaser, not praised

much. Maybe she could trade some haulage klicks for the crystal and take along a couple

Particularly harrowing are the reports that De Klerk 's political liberalisation (as far as it

`biological basis of human behaviour' ( Klama 1988: 52). We believe that social anthropologists

cent of pre-school children (Maloney and Klykylo 1983). Some years ago in Britain (1960-75

the prompt the higher the correlation ( Klesges et al . 1983; Waxman and Stunkard 1980)

Christy Turlington, the image behind Calvin Klein 's Eternity fragrance since `88, this year

have a whole set of ads I'm just mad for,' Klein told a Sunday Times writer. `There's a

build parading down a Paris runway in Calvin Klein 's latest skivvies. Call me old-fashioned

machine with a lace carriage is known as the KL830 . The standard gauge lace carriage

softened with a soft fringe by Sean Hanna Klownz went over the top with this style! Large

Pair of small climbing boots By Ben Klibreck , July 16: one SLR superzoom camera. Call

+1 818 700009 7407. Canadian firm KL Group Inc, Ontario will show XRT/3d for

end, it was also an announcement that the kleindeutsch solution of the German problem had come

the unconscious involves (Eysenck 1973, Kline 1981). Humanist psychology, although it

Private' along with interview footage. KLF
, ADAMSKI, SOUL II SOUL and HAPPY 
MONDAYS

guarantee stability. Rough Trade helped KLF 's `3 AM Eternal' obtain a Number One placing

bounced' by the Bf109Es, Oblt. Müncheberg, Lt. Klaus Mietusch and Fw. Johannsen claiming one

later two Ju87s of III/St.G 1 flown by Lt. Klaus Steeg (J9+ZL) and Ofhr. Teutloff (J9+CK

overweight with the Super Tampax and all the Kleenex stuffed inside herself. The once-crocus-yellow

and Spock resuming hostilities against the Klingons . Kirk, Spock, Scottie and the rest are,

confirmed Trekkie and wants to play Worf the Klingon 's side-kick. 9. Anti-matter has been

example, Bob Dylan supporting the Ku Klux Klan . Report by Msde Meaner Not bad. Not

air and bullets bounding off the verandah. Kline 's wife gets a fit of middle-aged broodiness

they've changed. They now sound like The KLF , but this is no `Unbelievable'. Crunching

savings scheme for its investment trust, Kleinwort Endowment Policy Trust, which invests in

will soon be available also', says Tetra's Klaas
Bakker. But not all packages claiming 
multilanguage

photographers were not there. They were at Klosters , snapping Fergie on her first skiing holiday

special game in the Mega Drive version of Klax , merely hold down the Left and Up diagonal

money as the reluctant honour guard to a Klingon delegation suing for peace. Captain

great too as a hammy, Shakespeare-spouting Klingon warlord. THE first Batman film left

taken by coach to the golf course where Herr Klammer , still in ski boots, was given a set of

befriending an injured, shot down German pilot, Klaus Behrendt, hiding out in the woods.

Tinseltown's glitterati, including Kevin Kline as a suitably swashbuckling Douglas Fairbanks

discretionary unit trust management service. Kleinwort Benson Private Bank (071-956 6600) will



clients with between £50,000 and £250,000, Kleinwort Benson offers a discretionary unit trust

Fergie's laughter and jeers Charles Rae in Klosters THE Duchess of York flashed a rare smile

father Major Ronald Ferguson - who is in Klosters - bluntly told her it would be a `bad mistake

case. Then State President F.W. de Klerk got an anxious call from Tourism Minister

skiing weeks off-piste with a local guide in Klosters and Grindelwald for £199 to £295 on top

accounting had become overcreative.' The Kleinwort analysts believe that the group's accelerating

their signing (Marmor and Petitto, 1979; Kluwin , 1981). The teachers are not untypical

rate grew to 5 per cent and the Ku Klux Klan 's membership to 4½ million (Roberts and

when white supremacist groups like the Ku Klux Klan articulated deeply-held sentiments

white supremacist groups like the Ku Klux Klan articulated deeply-held sentiments, when

commonplace in urban ghettos (Roberts and Kloss , 1979, p.72). Ali proved a personal focus

of the police (Dummett, 1982; Gordon and Klug , 1985; Benyon, 1986). Moreover, there is

was the First Army (General Alexander von Kluck ), with the Second Army (General Bernard

however, these formations were modified. Von Kluck on the right wing was to strike at the

strength to wheel west of Paris and subdue it. Kluck , therefore, decided to march east of the

wheeled southeast toward Compiègne. Kluck 's was a fateful decision, and Galliéni,

in Paris the new French Sixth Army, and Kluck , by his change of direction, would shortly

River Marne and moving into the gap between Kluck and Bülow, then Bülow should retreat to

front before the Battle of Mons and later of Kluck 's attempts to envelop the BEF. Crucially

start crying,' McGowan said. `Anyone got a Kleenex ?' Jed laughed. `Look,' Gorelli

control of a Rhineland wine-maker, Herr Klaebisch , who assumed the title of Führer of Champagne

she was not nagging at him, so he took a Kleenex out of the kitchen box and went back to

saying rather hopelessly: `Here, have a Kleenex .' The sobs lessened and a hand was

form. Send your completed coupon to Ralph
Kleeli/Hairflai
r Competition All entries should be received

anyone with a Manc accent. Coming Klean Re: `Road Runners' (FACE 47). When you

House Of Style .' But since mid-September, Klensch has been sharing the spotlight in CNN's

carrying away the grease from our hands. Kleenex was handed round so that we could dry our

and planned again, drawn on the backs of kleenex boxes, on torn pages from old copy books

fresh dates edged the `table', boxes of kleenex were placed conveniently every few feet

`SOON. Very soon. Soon now. Soon.' Abie Klugman 's week's work was done. He was going home

his future, but from his present. ` Klugman ! Klugman! That's a good joke, Abie. You

landlady, `you know what klug means. `Clever'. Klug means `clever'. Would you say that Abie

gave that as a reason - except for Abie Klugman , and poor Abie didn't really count. No,

the Sabbath or on solemn festivals. Max Klein 's wife, Dora, however, had recently begun

, their basic wage was guaranteed by Max Klein . The Saturday evening of Karlinsky

down. He turned to find the President, Max Klein , leading his party up the aisle and he

Karlinsky. As soon as the applause died down Max Klein called out, `Well, what are you waiting

to be told the price. To his surprise Max Klein announced: `Two hundred and fifty pounds

behind the wheel. `What for?' Max Klein shouted back above the engine noise.

compared to the regional level. Buxton and Klein 's study found that in the early 1970s local

General Household Survey data for 1974 by Klein and Collins reached results which disagree

had prepared a simple meal for herself and Klift . He gulped down the spread of cold meats

for the computer linkage controls. Klift entered the flight deck. `What's going

Postine and the less formidable figure of Klift . They really were a most peculiar bunch



slightly differently from the rest.' Klift 's voice filtered back to the ship. `Sheldukher

a logical place to build a city. Klift tapped him on the shoulder. `Yes?'

them?' `They might follow us,' said Klift . Sheldukher stared at him approvingly.

The Doctor's reply was forestalled by Klift . He rushed over to Rosheen in concern.

to check up on Sheldukher. `Yes?' Klift prompted her. `Apparently they made

just say we've landed?' Rosheen and Klift had been summoned to the flight deck for

do.' `There's something else,' said Klift . `Haven't any of you noticed? Listen.'

cast his eyes about. He could see Rosheen, Klift and Postine examining that curious yellow

broke into a stumbling run. Rosheen and Klift followed. Sheldukher turned to Postine.

building as if nothing had happened. Klift spoke for all of them as they looked around

a tunnel through there.' `Rosheen, Klift , you go through,' Sheldukher ordered. `

careful.' She smiled and turned to Klift . `Come on.' To Sheldukher she said, `We

at all,' she whispered to herself. Klift cocked his head at the distant rumble.

on her. `What's happening?' asked Klift . `What do you think?' she yelled.

to her side. `What happened?' `It's Klift ,' she gasped. `There's been a rockfall.

the war, almost no one had heard of Paul Klee , although in Germany he had been famous

her father's books, Freud, Jung, Melanie Klein , the psychoanalytic canon, which became

holdings were the two Dutch publishers, Wolters Kluwer and Elsevier, which advanced handsomely

growth throughout the recession, with Wolters Kluwer achieving a first half jump of 39% in after-tax

leading Nazi war criminals, like that of Klaus Barbie in France in 1987, kept memories

Rizzolatti and Umilta, 1974; Hines, 1975; Klein , Moscovitch and Vigna, 1976; Pirozollo

perception of geometric forms, as did Lordahl, Kleinman , Levy, Massoth, Pessin, Storandt, Tucker

entered the provincial capital of Carinthia, Klagenfurt . Other units rapidly followed establishing

open encampment at Viktring, south-west of Klagenfurt . 1. Cossacks etc 2. The Anti-Tito Yugoslavs

valley, near Lienz (nearly 100 miles west of Klagenfurt ). On 8 May they formally surrendered to

Viktring camp, a few miles south-west of Klagenfurt , with other Yugoslav refugees (see below

, as General Keightley's 5 Corps entered Klagenfurt and found southern Austria also swarming

instead of returning to Caserta, he flew on to Klagenfurt . His diary records that he was accompanied

of Macmillan's conference with 5 Corps at Klagenfurt on 13 May and therefore our main evidence

raced us into Austria. They actually reached Klagenfurt a few hours after us, so we could secure

evacuation of British PoWs found in the Klagenfurt area, Macmillan concludes his catalogue

General Keightley at Headquarters 5th Corps at Klagenfurt ". This echoed his diary entry in reporting

visitor arrived at 5 Corps headquarters at Klagenfurt . He was Maj-Gen Erich Schmidt-Richberg,

frontier town of Dravograd, south-east of Klagenfurt . On the evening of 13 May on top

's diary entry describing his meeting at Klagenfurt on 13 May (only a day after the last group

had recently joined HQ 5 Corps staff at Klagenfurt . Writing to a colleague at Caserta, he

1896 to the confluence of the Yukon and Klondike rivers, Alaska. The draw of gold attracted

current in mid-Victorian times set out in Kluge 's handbook of 1860, one still finds some

second grade. If not a single one featured in Kluge 's top grade, this was because of the emphasis

would strengthen the research effort. Oliver Klaffke Germany revamps system to fund medical

rightwingers who seem to use the American Ku Klux Klan strategies to terrorise people. However

decentralized) of each country's government. ( Kleczkowski , et al 1984, p. 26). Now I would

public relations business had phoned Julian Klein 's office and made an appointment to meet

the subject to be discussed. I had warned Klein to expect some inquisitive visitors either



Paul Reichmann and were there to question Klein about the story he had told me on a number

the multi-billionaire sons, had done what Klein said he had done in Tangier. Forty-five

that went on daily in North Africa. Klein had played an important role under Wharton-Tigar

sophisticated stamp dealer from Budapest, Julian Klein , who by chance befriended Edward Wharton-Tigar

cipher clerk at the British Consulate. Klein fought the Germans with what he knew best

caused chaos in the German postal system. Klein also engaged in numerous other activities

the Granikos in 334. (This item comes from Kleitarchos , who was interested in Persian institutions

random, but may celebrate a deal between Kleomenes and the Thessalian Aleuads. Soon after

border, and the southward extension towards Kleonai and Argos). In Kleisthenic Athens and in

extension towards Kleonai and Argos). In Kleisthenic Athens and in the Cyrene of Demonax (see

a lot of damage in a short while - like Kleombrotos who lost the decisive battle of Leuktra

known (for instance) that in the time of Kleisthenes no more than one-quarter of known Athenians

off the stage for good. Yet we know that Kleon was not only a vocal opponent of Pericles

that the later and much-vilified demagogue Kleophon was the son of a man high enough up the

the politicians of the 420s specially new. Kleon , in Aristophanes' Knights , is represented

early as c.460 (ML 33); more important, Kleisthenes in the sixth century had taken the demos

Thoudippos - who we know from Isaios (ix) was Kleon 's own son-in-law and so a philos . So much

was crudity in Athenian politics before Kleon . On the positive side though, these

and got them done in detail (the use by Kleon , then absent from Athens, of his son-in-law

the only evidence - see p. 137). Not only Kleon but the equally detested figure of Hyperbolus

actually one-man rule. Pericles, no less than Kleon , was proof that knowledge, even or especially

from the Kamchatka peninsula towers Mount Klyuchevskii , the highest volcano in Eurasia, and there

as the following example provided by Otto Klineberg shows. Amongst the Sioux Indians of South

had sniffled her way through half a box of Kleenex from the glove compartment, and she seemed

labelled with either &agr; 32 P dATP and Klenow fragment or &ggr; 32 P ATP and T4 polynucleotide

It's all part of the normal job for Erik Kleine , BP Oil's sales manager for the Baltic

At Beckenried is an aerial railway to the Klewenalp , a winter sports and summer resort on the

by postbus to Altdorf or Fluelen via the Klausen Pass, the reverse of the route next to

round trip from canton Schwyz via Altdorf, Klausen Pass and Glarus with return by the N3 and

strand (lanes 1-5) was 3' labelled with Klenow in the presence of &agr;- 32 P dCTP and

of his `dream come true' and President de Klerk registers a goodwill message. Nelson Mandela

, Lamy SA (France); Michael Klett, Ernst Klett Verlag (Germany); Dr Andreas Langenscheidt

of quality circles. Finally, Cooper and Kleinschmidt outline research into factors which lead

Christianity to dupe the masses. Yet having cited Klassen 's deeply antisemitic arguments as the authoritative

sufficient to sow a seed of doubt: `Perhaps Klassen is not an honourable man after all and

politicians on the New Right (Gordon and Klug , 1986; see also, Schoen, 1977, and Studlar

would conquer Java but that `the prince of Kling ' would send armies to drive them out and

return to his own country'. A `prince of Kling ' would come from south India, but Sukarno

Imitation in Childhood (1962), and Melanie Klein 's article `Notes on some Schizoid Mechanisms

subject, as in essentialism). Piaget and Klein also show that it is only through the intrinsically

perspective on infant development, Melanie Klein 's article `Notes on some Schizoid Mechanisms

entirely positive sequence of development. Klein 's work developed through several stages

and projective identification (see also Klein 1975: 141-75). These are not to be understood

called the `Paranoid-Schizoid Position'. For Klein , it is the defensive mechanisms the child



the subject as well as the object. Klein suggests that `The process of splitting

noted. Again, there are elements of Klein 's work which may be aligned with ideas

the self it has become unable to sublate. Klein s work rests upon a moral and normative

body. While studies such as those of Klein , Winnicott, Piaget and Vygotsky have resulted

status and tax position of the arbitrageur. Klemkosky and Lee looked for a mispricing every ten

, Harpaz and Yagil (1990), Chung (1991), Klemkosky and Lee (1991) and MacKinlay and Ramaswamy

which consists of just five shares (Akzo, KLM , Royal Dutch Shell, Philips, and Unilever

are present (Modest and Sundaresan, 1983; Klemkosky and Lee, 1991). Instead of an equality,

been confirmed in a more extensive study by Kleidon and Whaley (1992). It is generally agreed

and the `classical' estimator. Garman and Klass defined the classical estimator of &formula;

= 1. The Parkinson and Garman and Klass estimators of volatility have been used

estimators are biased downwards. Garman and Klass provided a table of factors to adjust upwards

of these two estimators, the Garman and Klass estimator. The relationship between these

estimator can then be used in the Garman and Klass estimator. Whether these results for shares

measures of volatility, particularly Garman and Klass and the daily range. This suggests that

variables was found, and (excluding Garman and Klass ) this was significantly positive for over

Basil defeated Samuilo at the battle of Kleidon in 1014. The cruel vengeance which Basil

position against the Turks was the fortress of Klis , which stands on an isolated pinnacle of
Kru&zcaron;i&cacute; dead and the sultan in 
possession of Klis , the Turks were soon able to overrun most

first flight out of Lisbon on one of the old KLM Dutch airliners, which had escaped the

of where the burrow lay, point nine of a klick to the south-south-east, and the trail

Foodies - which is where the plebs and the klutzes really fall head first into their shortcrust

happened on that night, long ago? When Izzy Kleiber was punished for his treachery, they only

was Cousin Saul who took charge of Izzy Kleiber 's corpse, and then `found' it some time

soften the horror of Israel's death; Ernest Kleiber would never come to terms with that.

For some time she stayed with the Kleibers . When Ernest set up shop as a photographer

out, they would have married, but when the Kleibers were sent away to prison-camp, her last

`Not at all. She's going to marry Ernest Kleiber . You know, he used to have a photographic

began to have second thoughts. At the Kleiber household in Poplar, these dramatic events

were sitting round the long table in the Kleibers ' dining-room, having breakfast. The morning

him, and read it silently. Dear Mr Kleiber , I have been requested by a client to approach

capital behind me….' `Say no more, Mr Kleiber . If you are agreeable to the suggestion

spectacles, unamused. `How do you do, Mrs Kleiber ? You must forgive me, Mrs O'Dell, I fear

of the potter Ergotimos and the painter Kleitias , who share a wonderful precision of eye

Little Master' derives from the German use of Kleinmeister for the minor artists around Dürer in the

Troy Taken. The early amphorae of the Kleophrades Painter are almost indistinguishable in

have had much to do with the others. The Kleophrades Painter is the most classical in spirit

picture of the Death of Pentheus by the Kleophrades Painter's great rival the Berlin Painter

and delicate inner detail. He has not the Kleophrades Painter's weight and power, but his grace

grieving women are important already in the Kleophrades Painter's picture. Here they dominate the

separate actions by Barclays Bank Plc. and Kleinwort Benson Ltd. respectively (`the banks'),



Appendix 12.2 

BNC Concordance lines for /kl/ (orthographic ‘cl’)

diabetic patients and curing the disease. Clinical trials are about to begin in Oxford but

slightly different lines. Perhaps the only clear utility is to remind us that, contrary

now must be with John. John, when can the client change their fund allocation? So let's

golf club? beg your pardon? it's a golf club ? er, er I'm sorry we haven't had any evidence

and trussing themselves like poultry, to clean their hinderparts. VII A platitudinous

were not strong enough, Friedman went on to claim yet another property for the natural rate

I would say, what a waste. Yes, but you Clear you've got the option then if, that if

put it that way. Now it is very difficult, clearly to compare qualitatively er one route with

real figures there is no reason for mass closures of elderly persons homes and we are still

claims to status. Mobility deprives one of claims to breeding. Acceptance of the principle

far as I'm concerned draw the meeting to a close now. The next meeting erm Thursday? which

stiff as a rod of iron, as Guido's hand closed around her wrist. Yet her face reamined

promises to be! Oh, well, she sighed, as she climbed into bed, it's probably all to the good

Mozambique The car gives us freedom; the car clogs up roads. It makes life much easier, it

contrast H. isolonche in game birds occurs as a clinical entity. EPIDEMIOLOGY H. gallinarum

by the ILP Conference but had become too closely associated with the Communists to receive

parties in an electoral situation, was not closed until the outbreak of war. As it turned

data files first. You should also close data files before chaining another program

are in effect only for the duration of the CLI command file. You may suspend a CLI command

echo off. Unfortunately, this leaves the CLI suspended and there is no way to reactivate

notice the effect of having a suspended CLI command file. However, when you list a

be present who have used the software in class and have evaluated its use. Following this

details of all insurances and any insurance claims outstanding; (k) intellectual property:

accepted; and that the time period of warranty claims against management be limited to twelve

covenants is no easy matter. Restrictions ( Clause 21) will commonly be sought in relation
differences in rights of enforcement prompting 
the claim that an arbitration was a reference to

3 of the UCTA) be excluded, provided the clause is drafted widely enough. Section 9 of

perhaps even inadvertent default), such clauses would not be regarded as reasonable where

shall prevent myself swearing Basically, the clip 's buggered sorry? Well that's that's what

out the Tenant's Works in accordance with clause 3.7 but for no other purpose The problem

landlord (other than where provided for in clause 5) would presumably contribute a breach

relief. In most cases the tenant will only close the premises if the tenant's business is

possibility of your forgetting to pass on to your client vital information that might give time

only rely on the exclusion or force majeure clause if it can establish that it used best endeavours

special experience and skills in handling clients in this field. This can be crucial to the

they must assume that they will be under close scrutiny at all times. Explain to

unconditional within four weeks (the first closing date for the offer is 21 days following

and Kerry Ultrasonics, whose water-based cleaning system replaces the need for CFCs.

laws to prevent manufacturers from falsely claiming their products are environment friendly

compensation from Iraq to cover the costs of cleaning up after the oil well fires left burning



effort to meet the requirements of the US Clean Air Act, which demands higher levels of

their bodies never recovered… She clamped her hand over her mouth and caught the

down to remove his boots. Even when he was clothed , the firelight played up his flexing muscles

, and even then, with Travis possibly so close , it was a very precarious form of safety

lay contentedly against his heart, a dark cloud suddenly appeared on her golden horizon

whisper, and the woman would rise on her toes, clasp his face in her hands, and press her mouth

Nicolo cried out her name, then gathered her close and kissed her, holding her so tightly

need spending money, too, of course. And clothes .' `Caroline. Listen to me -' 

, just had to burst into somebody else's class and get my er thing back. Right, yeah so

finished folding away other articles of clothing when she heard voices in the sitting-room

proposal, you moved from budget review, the clauses one to five. I'm not sure that you also

very, very, very, very tall. Very well, Claire I think that was a dead give away that

younger buyers. Success Factors The Clio has been one of Renault's most successful

hundreds of species of figs and theirs. How closely knit are pollinating animals and plants

consumer. However, the heart of the industry is clearly the Scotch Whisky companies, some of which

further. THE USE CLASSES ORDER The Use Classes Order prescribes classes of use within

children especially. The plump body of the clown is made from partly-filled pudding basins

two years ago to a 4-3 thriller against a club ninth in the fourth division. I also

of the previous twelve months. The clinical interview provided information about the

fading light with neat fields and little clumps of trees at the corners. A claret jacketed

enough to hold it down. That escape route was closed . I then had to consider all the political

step away from Runnicles, the witless bank clerk . Producer Michael Mills saw the opportunity

Chapters 1 and 2, this overarching emphasis on class seems unnecessarily limiting. More specifically

increased earnings to many women in the cloth-working families, albeit for a short period until

the figures quite distinctly male - the clearest being a nude figure in a pose which is

flanking, circular western towers and a cliff-like central mass with a tiny doorway at the

those of the Île de France. Its origins are closer to Catalan, and especially Barcelona, Gothic

When the temperature of crystallization is close to the melting temperature, nucleation

and let a couple of drops fall down the cleft . `There! Just drowned a flea. Little bugger

Competition is keen and a first or upper second class honours degree is required together with

oath, under cover of which Amiss began to climb silently and wearily up the next staircase

economic mechanism to function really like clockwork '. Lenin's confidence that the soviets

joint supervision as the department has close links with other departments in the Faculties

background to this situation, it is immediately clear that the evolution of behaviour in both

and without insight. As in the case of the classical neurosis, the ego remains weak and ineffectual

ceiling panel, which he might easily have climbed out of, had he chosen to number pulling

and furs. Fair hair streamed and tattered cloaks billowed as they spread to ride around

skidding the toes of my trainers - only cleaned last week as well - into the wet wood.

unemployment figures or the fact that I claimed to have actually worked for once. `Sound

will.' She leaned over and hugged Cleo , who put a delicate finger on her mother

pushing it, so I made to leave. `Bye, Cleo .' I waved to the toddling girl who was

about what to answer. No doubt his physical closeness didn't help her to think clearly because

is the Great Factory Farmer in the Sky; closer and closer we are crammed together, the

and she found herself falling heavily and clumsily into the basin of chill water below.



over her coffee-cup in the process, and clutched Robyn by the shoulders. `Robyn, quick

in her hand. The door of the solar closed behind them; their feet felt a way silently

St Chad's at Shrewsbury, the king's privy clerk , and soon to be his secretary. The

her to pull forward the hood of her old cloak , and hide within it. Once away into

its own tale. Theda had reached down to clasp her trembling fingers lightly about the

in counterpoint to la Darrell. The climax to the whole tasteless display came when

that no one here had ever done any summer cleaning , nor spring, autumn nor winter cleaning

rhetoric with Perry, she turns to me. ` Claudia ,' she says loudly, `have you got 10p I

Irish, aren't you?' `I'm from County Clare meself. But you'll be finding quite a few

done her bit and her conscience would be clear . She walked straight through the sitting-room

also threatening to join the local bowling club . On his retirement, Sammy Cook (right

blankets from ships' convoys returning to the Clyde . Boyant Kapok fibres used to stuff the

determine any payment, in accordance with Clause 60 determine whether a profit element

Leisl Martin, Wages and Purchase Ledger Clerk , completely surrounded by computers, keyboards

movements will partially impact 1993 and will clearly be seen in 1994. Shareholders' funds

$1.3m. Further marked decline in subsidence claims - down from $30m to $17.3m. Closer links

' (`There are black clouds over the dark cliffs of Dover') and many homes this Christmas

call backs; they provide a fast response to clients ' requests; and FQS always anticipates the

to area manager Tom Easson. Office Cleaning welcomed back Lawrence Wearmouth to the
COLLAPSE COVER CODES A OR B 1. 
Electrical Plant Claims involving induction furnace failure, breakdown

throughout the whole way, neither was going to claim outright victory, so agreed to declare

four heads of department who included two" close associates" of President Denis Sassou-Nguesso

Panamá América, a newspaper which had been closed by the military authorities 21 years earlier

United States-based human rights group, claiming serious human rights abuse in Tibet, including

Jean Poperen (PS) Relations with Parliament Claude Evin (PS) Solidarity, Health, Social Protection

kill in order to gain control of private clinics . The affair also involved two local councillors

within a metre. Jon pointed out the clearly visible" honey guides" on the plants' petals

place before 26/3/74 can give rise only to a claim for duty or tax in connection with the

practice of assuming that their customers or clients are all dedicated part-time classicists

a considerable argument in favour of the cliche . These expressions, and those like them

party: the deterioration in the investment climate adversely affects the interests of both

the potential purchaser relating to the client should always be made clear in the information

If you feel it is inappropriate for your client would you please advise me. I attach a

or reviewed in detail and approved by the client 's lawyers. We should however be prepared

to reach the parallel position with the club at the top of the backswing, the body will

beat off the opposition at the Racquets Club in Lisburn and her highest scoring word

target audience who can see and hear a top class guitar.' Scaggs and his country friends

Portadown from Ballymoney, they are a great club . `The players are fantastic to play with

with ease. After Nadine Long went close in the second minute for Pegasus, Portadown

evidence maintaining a bullet fired by him ( Clegg ) entered the rear of the vehicle and struck

allowed Midland Bank parent HSBC Holdings to climb 13p to 621p, while Cable & Wireless, with

way of raising much-needed cash for the club . It involves the creation of a heritage

Group finals at the Grove that young Fergus clocked a Gold medal time (71.31 secs) that has

these incurable diseases. But her claims were unsubstantiated, said Crown lawyers



background of names and dates of birth of the client , spouse and children. Information will

engine failure. `Of the breakdown claims we receive, 34pc involve problems with

language varieties. These two are seen as closely linked since it is the children of the

special occasions when people specifically close a topic. Preliminary investigation found

church community and a number of working class pensioners' clubs. The object is to see

accusations (made in April - see p. 38880), claiming that a document bearing her signature in
demobilization had received land. The 
government claimed that of the promised funding of US$30,000,000

capital. The Irish Republican Army (IRA) later claimed responsibility for the attack, the first

in the Soviet Union. Dimas had reportedly clashed with the Prime Minister's wife, Marika
soldiers was confirmed by the government, 
which claimed also that the attack had been led by women

Public Information Minister Choi Chang Yoon claimed that it had turned the tide in the government

74, and 64 per cent respectively, while Clinton secured 68, 56, and 50 per cent.

Islamabad, had been caught receiving highly classified documents and had refused to reveal his

benefits of the scheme are being looked at closely by the regional flood defence committee

essence of this matter is that, if one makes a claim , one should be able to give evidence in

Europe. They profess wholehearted support for clean coal technology, but, by forcing British

of groundwater. I should like to make it clear that the provisions of the Government Bill

themselves with other students in their class , their school, in other parts of the country

resurrecting Haron as a hero. The security police claimed that Qibla trained `assassins' in Libya
members. THE SIX-WHEELER DISCOVERED 
AT CLUNBURY One Page 6, BCRS Journal No. 10 there

not it also true that the Prime Minister claimed that he was concerned about third-world

commitment to the coal industry has been clear over the past 10 years or more; they have

intention that lies behind the phrase in new clause 2, which refers to' satisfactory access

key stage 1 and key stage 2 in very large classes . I have no evidence to support it

in Committee when I set out our position clearly . In the fifth sitting of the Committee

anything can, with a bit of imagination, be classified as a cost or benefit.) The social

canto. The basic conceptual structure is clear . Ireland is presented as a place whose

they may be joined up with themselves in closed loops (closed strings) (Fig. 10.1 and Fig.

applauding crowd, grabbed her coat from the cloakroom , and took a taxi home. The memory

sleeping-bag and mattress got wet. I forgot to close the deck hatch when the squall -' Her voice

auction and the auctioneers had not made it clear that the exemption clause was being incorporated

newspaper. When I looked at it, I held it close to my eyes. I noticed a smell of perfume

uncertain. East of the Fosse in Townsend Close , the buildings apparently also went out

linguistic situation:" for Guyanese Creole clearly does not constitute a language, in so far

impression is of a crescendo which reaches its climax with the final" fresh air". The Creole

seek for work at the next town where a box club is". If there was no work there, the tramping

underlying idea that your writing should be clear means that your style can not be too obscure

both before and after the added phrase or clause (which is italicised in the examples which

of the English administrators towards the close of the eighteenth century. This important

techniques to limit the effects of exclusion clauses , including the interpretation of an ambiguous

enforced in any other manner… (T) here are two classes of exception to this general rule. The

baths, sinks and kitchen surfaces means that cleaning is faster, requires less cleaning agents

The housekeeper used to decide what vacuum cleaner to order, but the maids had to use them



criteria of Pomeranz and Shaffer. GASTRIC CLEARANCE OF INDIGESTIBLE MARKERS Mean gastric

provided to cater for all the students in their class . The tutor can have the responsibility

This meeting urges the Bar Council and CLE to urgently consider the desirability of

placebo groups. Table IV details the ERCP and clinical data for these patients. All had undergone

to make choices and er which is, which is clearly pretty silly, and er there was also I think

and moved elsewhere. On the western clay plateau at Orwell the number of customary

entering a hyphen sign after any of the closing square brackets. Loose coupling relations

registered (using option 5.1.3) and the Client must already have been created (using option

Certain initial keywords have corresponding closing keywords; e.g. END-OF-CLASSIFICATIONS.

families, the disabled, etc. It should be clear , however, that the more that the tax is

1374-75 cannot be measured, as the custom on cloth for that year was farmed for all ports

follow-up. 397 of the deaths were in vitamin A clusters (mean mortality rate 24.4 per 1000 child-years

non-directive, interactive, and based on clinical cases and that teaching should foster the

stands about three miles from Ravenna at Classe (Classis) which was the port for the city

view from other aspects as buildings crowd closely upon it. The main reason for this is that

of the school keeper's shammy. They were clean . The August sun entered them with gusto

different when it's been raining and our clothes are wet. In the winter the big black stove

contracts but on occasion this has led to claims that excess profits have been made and

police have missed.' `Something to clear Barney and nail the killer?' suggested

of the year 406, or so one of our sources claims , the frozen Rhine was crossed by a number

was still much to play for. Nevertheless Clovis had transformed the Franks from being an

shall be provided and the Lane Road junction closed unquote. That is a comment twenty years

herself involved in what was happening in the classroom . She believed in openness, in giving

and at the same time supports a range of client accounting systems. Like other pit
NORTHERN IRELAND SALARIES The IBOA 
has a 7% claim in for Northern Ireland Salaries from 1st

sturdy, lightweight, compact and easily cleaned . The company says that the range

then allow more time for adjustments of claims and defences, and then, subject to the

professor, who was greatly respected and whose classes were much enjoyed, used to stage an experiment

the horrible purple and green of the pony club tie. There was that confident murmur of

one of which lived Molly Diamond, Dysart's cleaning lady. Mossop could not remember the

thought odd, since he and Ramsey had often clashed . A few days beforehand, Jack Cornelius

fears, and she was surprised when he looked closely at the display. `Which one do you

her after the show.' Roman pulled Claudia into his arms and kissed her deeply, taking

evident even through the covering of his clothes . Jessamy couldn't stop herself from moving

would be required in the ground but the Club was willing to pay for only 25? 2. In Sykes

valid for a point (w, v, z) on the surface close to O such that both w and v are small can

through your accomplished music, Wraps its cloak dark about your feeding. V Whether you

subject See under clause: apposed subject clause . approval A form of secondary reinforcement

description than" friend", but the difference was clearer in peacetime than it had been during the

had heaped it up and set light to it, to clear the area. Now the thick blue smoke gave

700 feet at the summit of Ward Hill and on clear days this can be seen from seaward at distance

them around they may se set somebody else's clothing on fire with them they may get the sparks

think points to this erm issue erm very clearly . In the paper which erm was considered

would emphasize should to be read together, clearly indicates that new settlements are as someone



painting strategy in producing within a closely defined genre, Delia says `I don't do `

lost their families that they became so close . `I'm sorry,' Luke said softly. `

provide a good quality of service to their clients whose interests are governed directly by

apparently not discussed with, or written to, clients about their charges at any stage before

winning racers. The likes of Soba, Chaplins Club and Glencroft have sprinted to stardom
millionaires Monaco, who head a posse of 
foreign clubs shadowing him at Forest. The signs are

medal winner. This year Mansell has finally claimed the championship he has chased for a dozen

evening? It's a get-together for some of our clients and their wives, and hopefully for prospective

That one final journey she would make to clear up all her obligations to Adam and Rourke

Quest for competency IN RESPONSE to client requirements for competency amongst the

the two heroes were just specks under a cloud of dust, heading down towards the charcoal

establishment of the EEA. Whether this clamour is loud enough to bring about so fundamental

Unmarried Mothers. She laughed cheerfully. `I closed it after the first year. The mothers did
unsophisticated for you Venetians.' `Hmm. So 
you claim . I'm unconvinced. This is it.' He gestured

difficult to operate. The basic order of main classes resembles fairly closely that of BC, identifying

of the sky, and later became so sharp and clear that looking at them was like a note you

differential effect on the welfare of the two classes introduced in Lecture 6 (Eq. 6-45)): where

overlapping agencies - see below.) Closely related to this is the difficulty of entry

modern, yet they have a distinct hint of that classic flavour you're after.' It was as

pre-eminent role of the industrial working class in bringing about a fundamental transformation

room, and immediately afterwards it became clear that it was too late to bring a bowl for

of plants are suitable to many different climates . 6. Mankind will lose out in the

1993/94. The amount requested is £900. The clerk 's salary is £400. I understand this is

wheelchair athletes after the race and the closing shots of his TV programme feature the runners

Karori Cemetery, a waft of smoke in the clean Wellington sky. Even from here it catches

planning of curriculum. In other vicinities, clusters of schools shared some part of their staff

be specially treated. These have now been cleaned up, but it took us some time to cope with

the next night. And yet, for all that, the clothing and textile industry has yet again been

September 1990, decided not to agree to a closure of Regional Council workplaces during the

1993. The job descriptions of the 4 Clerical Assistants in the banking area of the Collection

(beyond Linburn) has been supported. Clubs 1 The Junior Club is thriving with up to

spongy, requiring you to lift your foot well clear before stepping. Obviously you can

save it for using again next year. Clean pots, staging and all surfaces with a solution

cannot make a daisy chain with our eyes closed - and who could forget the daisy-spangled

cultivation. As soon as one patch of vegetables is cleared , the soil is revitalised with compost and

kukri. I still needed extra information on clothing etc… This was obtained with kind assistance

with a group of strangers, rather than in a classroom or among friends is when you confront your

a player who plays all surfaces: grass, clay , hard courts. The ingredient that champions

he couldn't deny it.' Mr Merrivale, clearly , had lost favour. `I think the foreign

Glasser is invited to look at a tenement close - by Bernard, a Communist who was to fight

the turf like a stone sword. Little clusters of guests were standing about on the cobblestones

get the address and times of your nearest clinic from your: Health Centre Hospital

housekeeping when bedrooms are free for cleaning ; and display of the guest's name on the

recalls Vaughan, `but they were wrong! We close the Old Rectory just before Christmas every



nor between buildings that soared into the clouds , but in the darkness past trees planted

catholic church in Ireland. But the church's clerics still took offence, particularly at the

divine outburst. It is indeed not wholly clear from the passage where Moses' and Aaron

piece of blue glass with a letter to Santa Claus wrapped round it: `Dear Santa, Will you

a sort of trouble. I want to ask you… ` Clarissa heard herself hurrying through the difficult

might be situations of doubt; a man might claim that there was nothing to alert him to

would make the extra money by giving similar classes away from home. Then Gina might worry more

realistic party of government. This was clearly a moment of major concern for the Liberals

and crackled when she moved because her clothes were so stiffly starched. Her shoes squeaked

booklet will help you do this, by setting our clearly the various aspects that you will need

a candidate must be able to `communicate clearly in a substantially accurate manner, making

intent on destroying it and the frail humans clinging to it for their lives. Finally a sheer

diminishes; one which is ten metres thick close to the vent may be only twenty centimetres

conditions for gipsywort or skullcap, with its clear blue flowers. Both these rather delicately

, towards Refrigerated Delicatessen, his clear doctor's eyes, moving expertly from Ready-packed

Wimbledon Common in full view of her therapy class . Pour encourager les autres . And what

public policy and electoral strategies are closely intertwined, most effectively by the Thatcherites

remarks: `The DUP has always made it crystal clear - as Protestants we believe in civil and

smiled nor nodded, but stood with her hands clasped in front of her, as though waiting. `So

dazed and confused, and said `Oh no, he's closed ' to her daughter. Both left. `People

enormously. RO Thinking of epilogues, and closed books, and the passing of time, how do

In haste, in silence, they pulled off hir clothes , exclaiming, oh so softly, at the delights

religion. Islam governs everything you do; the clothes that you wear are just bricks in the wall

Danielle or Dannii as she was known in the clan was also showing signs of talent - and

doing well but so is Kylie.' The article claimed Kylie currently collects $1 for every $17

. It is less a question of efficiency or cleanliness than a refusal to let past and present

at the base of the Exit Cracks. The solo climber was in a bad way, and they invited him
commended for its `Gothic' design which 
included cloisters , a tower and `orial [sic] windows'. Brick

cent of its 1985 value. But despite the climb in bank base lending rates to 15 per cent

month and must be fancied for the Tanners Claret Handicap Chase at Ludlow this afternoon

over Port Mill, the family also producing cloth at Brimscombe Mill. By the close of the

was the last bastion of the Hooper empire, cloth manufacture ending in 1934. RIGHT: The

thousand years ago. Herodotus, the Greek, claimed that the Etruscans who held the centre

of preceding French rulers to emulate the classical model. What Napoleon III did was to bring

unconscious drive of material interests and class identity. In reality, for a Chinese peasant

other workers involved in the subsequent clean-up operation also received extremely high

gestured towards The Bell Inn where he was clearly heading. Charlie shook his head and mouthed

these rises on lifestyles. Seventy Mothers' Clubs distributed 2,000 questionnaires, which

Rover Turbo D which has 50,000 miles on the clock . We need to ensure that the power plant

an educated voice. `But as you so clearly realize, scientists have many times created

that taxed the ingenuity of many booking clerks and ticket collectors until the Blue (cheaper

swung rattles instead of knives), and of the classical BR Sunday Mystery Tour, when for ten and

agreement to have special `windows' left clear in different parts of the spectrum for

The fifth bowl - my bones and muscles all cleansed ; The sixth bowl - I establish communication



greet potentially saleable ideas, and their clenched , wary, glazed-eyes response to proposals

that she interviewed the woman named by Mrs Clinton . The woman is now 58 and a born-again Christian

house repossessed, eldest son unable to claim benefit, one leg) before asking the politician

securities between accounts to shield favoured clients from losses to the detriment of others.

. Because Forster's tale about two clashing families - the stuffy Wilcoxes and the

is knowing that the supervision is first class . Let's face it, it can be tiring

Netherlands and Canada. The 30 per cent Club : Britain Does Not join By 1983 Britain

attribute ensuring speedy Customs and Excise clearance , complemented by top technology in the

pollution Conserving energy Making transport clean and efficient Building a sustainable economy

efficient thermostat control? This must be in close contact with the tank Invest in a modern

course, `Europe', although it is far from clear that using the methods of the 1950s, strengthening

fast so that the breeze would hold them clear of the Baglietto's stern. There was a part

The business of running the Henley Club included topics familiar today - chasing

Their right to elect a 2:1 majority of the Club Committee was regarded as undemocratic,

the servicemen had from the course, the Club was pleased its struggle to keep it open

were sent to Henley, a more durable looking Club . Their splendid, and ancient, silver trophies

Frank Wood, the Secretary of the Artisans' Club . There was also a Jubilee Challenge Cup

offered on the basis of a £100 excess for all claims , (except Subsidence for which the excess
environmental health officer of the dangers and 
he closed the water. By that time the officer cadets

suddenly began to dawn on everybody that Mr Clarke had only got to clause one of the actual

deputy heckler, Brian Sedgemore. But Mr Clarke showed no signs of winding down. If anything

measured by social security costs. Claiming the 1980s have been wasted in the development

the 14,000 engineers graduating in 1989 claimed that their work experience, averaging 13

housing benefit this will be affected if you claim a family credit award, as your income will

town know the feeling. Currently the club lie eighth with matches in hand. After

spend money, signing Adrian Heath for a then club record of £800,000 from Stoke, but many

Varapaev are all players of considerable class . Among the less experienced, youngsters

Wyman. (Though it certainly got Hamnett's clothes in the papers). Katharine Hamnett

and the sharply increased requirements - club , divisional and national - of a new season

Schiemann was on the issue of whether the claim fell within the legal time limit.

selling poppies opposite the RAF chapel, St Clement 's, in the Strand. She worked in munitions

exercises the right of providing its own classes as may seem appropriate. Subject to these

particular responsibility for promoting Tutorial Classes . Coming on the heels of the Ashby Report

did not stop with this. A change of soil, climate , etc. Often caused a plant which can, according

tried to get a fix on it. It was strong and clean . It expressed the feelings he had never

it ought to be. The wino pulled his clothes apart, exposing old wounds. `See,

participation they will allow, while the client system decides how strong is its desire

through services and follow-up of groups of clients , through detailed description and in depth

in working with the people as they have close ties and may have insights and information
polypropylene grade with an extremely high 
degree of clarity . Transpalene is suitable for blow moulding

was a long way down.' Because he was clinging to the rudder, the plane slowly turned

parking.' Diesel Cars: Fuel firms need to clean up their image By ANDREW ENGLISH DIESEL

tradesmen's entrance and not encouraged to meet clients . Frank Lloyd, the co-founder of Marlborough

goal after 36 minutes, his fourth for the club . Simpson, another big-money signing from



December. International: Serbian invaders close to taking Muslim centre By Philip Sherwell

available on the SL, the ergonomics never seem cluttered or complicated. Everything is where you

Running Report Car of the year Renault Clio joins the fleet 81 DATABASE Info

nursery of traitors and nest of vipers. ( clears throat) A phrase which has become classic

the present `discuss readily and ably the claims of the individual members of the Australian

. Away supporters, especially those from clubs with `hooligan' reputations, try to drive

displayed on the outside wall of their social club . Subsequently Jack Cooper, a member of

of them clung together, soggily, hugging closer and closer until Rachel knocked on the

others, like Mick Jones - who formed The Clash - and Tony James - who started Generation

gratitude tell something about the boy: (1) a clear-headed Anglo-Catholic priest with a rasp of a

) shouted: `Disgraceful', when Mr Clarke claimed : `The men, although doing no work, are

muted whisperings and the funereally careful clink of cups. The widow's eye make-up

leads to its often being called a circadian clock (from the latin, circa - about; diem -

advice now promotes the delaying of your body clock and guards against those factors that might

the pathway linking time-cues to the body clock or some abnormality in the clock itself

smooth, it can provide a certain degree of clumpiness . There will be fluctuations in the density

, paint a gloomier picture. Although the classic definition of a recession is two successive

no more than 45 minutes at a time'. Radio Clyde , the third bidder, would run INR1 on the

twelve and a half hours left, England were clearly up against it, so when the rain fell on

second successive century; 269 for 2 at the close reflected the lack of life that Botham

have had him three times, two sixes just clearing the fielder and a top edge over the wicket-keeper

annoyed that the vice-captaincy went to Clyde Walcott; Worrell and Walcott, while friends

the swap he risks reducing his ultimate claim from, say, a $1,000 face value to the $400

death row. Mr Harris had applied for a clemency hearing before the governor, Mr George

Northern Europe experienced a more favourable climate while the Mediterranean dried out.

living things and the oceans. It is not yet clear how constant that cycle is. However, the

the phone rang. Philip looked at the clock . If she didn't hurry she'd be late for

everything for us ii the house, made many of our clothes and mended them, prepared and gave us food

very strange. It has two classes - hard class and soft class. We were in soft class which

Carlos Alomar . In fact, Carlos' wife, Robyn Clarke , was one of the back-up singers with Ava

been me who said no.' Her brother, closing her suitcase for her, regarded her with

in Grace Ingoldby's fourth novel is both closer-knit and harsher than anything found in north

falsehood. She had earlier launched a claim that sex discrimination by senior officers

many gates I could not figure out where the clubhouse was,' he said. David Feherty, who

came into use, and the excavation tips were close at hand. Now some blocks made of

until the mayor ordered the gallery to be cleared . Thereafter controversy over the issue

the invoice are incorrect: this has been cleared with the Hilton and the sum owing has been

from America, never to return, and many close to him believe to this day he was eventually

. The fiction of Robbe-Grillet and Claude Simon can be said to approximate most closely

composition, as its author himself would claim . All of these texts can be read equally

ways more congenial, responses to the new classicism , but the Beaux-Arts was soon to reign supreme

morning. It transpired that somehow the clips had twisted and become detached from the

creating works in the `severe' style of early Classical Greece. Pasiteles is known to have made

May 1989, when the Panamanian side made it clear that the bases would be shut down - as



film and television genre proceeds. Clearly these are important categories in that

film' despite their having been in print as classics for many years. They can also create audiences

that during 1979, 18 000 women will attend clinics in England suffering from chlamydial infection

he found that he could express a little clear mucoid discharge from it. Now that his

We were all essentially cut from the same cloth , so to speak. Not the way it is today,

political persons of high rank; distinguished clergymen ; retired military gentlemen; writers and

index plunged 42 points at one stage before closing at 2,281.6, down 30.5. The narrower FT

Conservative Party chairman, has made it clear that he intends mounting an attack on the

Leigh's filly, who is quoted at 25-1 for the Classic , was recording her third successive win

be stupid to stay.' Eight-year-old Claudia hears the last sentence. She is on the

week so that hundreds of off-season Santa Clause gnomes can stick dice onto magazines (they

facilities such as clothing funds and luncheon clubs . There are many places to tun to if you

including contents), music centres, videos, cleaners , and televisions, in other words domestic

Germanised. Many Poles in East Prussia still clung to a Polish identity, but very few of them

autonomy does not supersede the need for close relationships as adults: Paradoxically

campaign. At first, Charles found only 150 clansmen , all of them Macdonalds, waiting to greet

bound his small and wizened body in a white cloth and two grown sons carried it out of the

was bitterly cold and their breath formed clouds of steam as they stared and muttered. No

vigorously denies this. Branson: Counter claim Dior poaches Simpson for expansion By

sticker price of the entry-level Toledo 1.6 CL . Seat's last sales effort concentrated

Shell contract in the face of Renault's close links with Elf still looks likely to scupper

staff were frequently absent ill. The class remained in this room for 5 years before

big way. One of those bands is the Cloudwatchers , whose latest cassette single provides

`Well, that's that,' said Breeze, and closed the door on the starry night. Now that

garden behind the rows of cabbages and the clump of rhubarb and did not mind at all that

that they looked far and wide in their own class for marriage alliances. This gave the baronage

result that when the female flies about on a clear moonlit night, she `sees' - through her

started with Watkins. THE STRAIGHT TRACK CLUB It was through Watkins that interest

holding the packet? If Chris hadn't been clutching a piece of leaf, would I have noticed a

who would always give of his best for his club whatever the situation. Because of this

regard it stealing. Sometimes a bale of cloth went and you wondered how it could get

head felt better, though far from fully clear . He took several deep breaths and tried

which drives accountability. Messages are clearer , misunderstandings are fewer when communication

one hell of a thrash, an absolute bloody classic . Roddy shifted his eighteen-stone

function of rating films according to moral classifications . Anyone wishing to join the League

Road: In Longport, ¼ mile E of Cathedral Close . Train: Canterbury East and West stations

and precious stones at £22.95. Or `Jewel Clean ' a liquid cleaner for gold and precious

so.' `What exactly does the Jockey Club expect you to do ?' `See trouble

soft, fresh, redolent burdens. The gates closed . Outside, the pavilion was packed and placed

players but it has no great love for either club . It is a provincial book, written from

generalised historical perspective. What is clear , however, is that the early European colonists

fear, holding onto darkness like a dance, closing my eyes with the thunder of fear which

clubs was `to provide youths of the poorer classes with an opportunity of becoming happier

data for illustration or emphasis in the classroom , as arguments in a paper, or as support



delight. The north Cornish coast is rocky, and climbing the rocks was a constant challenge and

`Jack-in-the-Box', it is soon to undergo clinical trials. There are others. Chess-playing

an article in Science , Johanson told a class at Stanford University a different story

and the skull of a modern human that were claimed to be the `earliest Englishman'.

change much more than one would expect. It is clear that a great deal of ley hunting done over

farm Seven Wells, that would effectively clinch it. `Spade archaeologists' are presented

was opened for business. Von Daniken claims that our ancestors were visited by alien

's got a pal that went to that Steptoe's Clinic . I have to laugh, I can't not picture that
sympathy for women, whose elaborate dress 
made climbing difficult: `but an excess of out

should have a locker and/or a place to hang clothes , and nearby there may be staff toilets.

buy, because of the very limited amount of clothing coupons one was allowed to have. I can't

and regular in their attendance at such classes or other forms of instruction as may be

practical system which can be used in the classroom to locate teaching and research materials

Stations and Fleetwood service until the closure of the depot as a running-shed in 1963,

information and advisory service to adult clients .' The Alton office, based in Paper

waterfall in the `roaring dell' at Holford, and climbed at last high into the Quantocks, from where

working. Nor is that all. In order to claim that you have been constructively dismissed

McClellan's suggested list correspond to Dewey classes or groups of Dewey classes. The intention

serve the dual function of assessing which clients have just come in for a form or a local

This causes further tension if disgruntled clients vent their anger on the advice worker.

training session on how to deal with difficult clients or one on housing benefits. Pre-prepared

swarms of jellyfish appear. Staying clear of water is no protection against the hundreds

respond to changes in volume, changes in client , changes in climate. It was important for

house, family, children, furniture. If my client has a Hermès tie, he will wear it - it's

America. You need some tiny scraps of cotton cloth , some clean, firm glue and a small damp

producing the other constituents of the cloud particles. Fine drizzles and thin

sigh. He pinched Lucien's arm through his cloak . `Listen, you either do it yourself and

Matthew smiled weakly. `He doesn't have a clue , really. Since his wife died it's been

household activities as sources of possible client involvement. The net result with HM was

even meet their own boyfriends outside the club-they 've got to go right outside the area. That

of sexual assault, gender neutrality is clearly appropriate. It would make little sense

changed their minds so comprehensively after claiming for at least 18 months that the bombing

Before I attempt to support these claims , however, I should like briefly to sketch

that the police seek to remove a person's clothing , or to take fingerprints when they are

forests instead of trees… Dynamic equilibrium, climatic geomorphology and process studies have

Flandrian in western Europe from tundra to closed deciduous woodland, have been investigated

two each of the following: flutes, oboes, clarinets , and bassoons. In small and incomplete

of processing carried out at the end of clauses depends on their degree of `completeness

not otherwise receive representation. The client must not have previously been refused representation

him I noticed his vantage point gave him a clear view of the Toyota. When we had parked

committees organised upon a, particular client group basis such as women, ethnic minorities

should be removed from the public sector and closely linked with the universities; and some

which was the one favoured by the DES. The CLEA model envisaged a small central body made

theatre with Lord Henry. As the door closed behind Dorian and Lord Henry, Basil turned



face and shoulders, and the wet black denim clinging tightly to her legs, she stared back, shivering

back as he moved rhythmically, fiercely claiming possession; she dug in her nails without

in general, thereby affecting weather and climate . A reduction of ozone would also cause

are two main kinds of conditioning, called classical conditioning and operant conditioning.

the sun is invisible. The experiments with clock-shifted pigeons, however, strongly suggest that

less versatile in his Italian pieces: such classic madrigals as his early Petrarch settings

and sister of Dorothy, wife of Sir William Clarke , secretary-at-war. They had at least two

College Hospital, London, apprenticed to J. T. Clover . Awarded ten gold medals during his studentship

intellectual who had observed the working class in Spare Time matured during the war. His

for life to him of that lordship. Clanvow 's retention by the Crown brought him a

world community', he remarked, `is not a club of the mutually congenial.' The financial

manner to a small, beady eye. Her speech was clipped and deprecatory, yet she was sought after

13 February formally admitted, as a lay clerk of the choir of St George's chapel, Windsor

the gold-rush of 1858 he moved boldly to close Fraser's River to non-company trade, organized

focuses: the character and impact of teachers' classroom strategies; and the wider professional

were imposed mutually on all sides'. It is clearly naive to talk in general terms about `central

combination, predominant in the foxes', and Class 2, that of persistence of aggregates, predominant

economy had resulted in the use of cheap cloth the colours had run so that the insignia

evidence to prove it. If only that bloody dry cleaner had been as inefficient as most of them

print until very recently.) It is clear that the Soviet Union, which now has far

aiming to create a broad alliance across class boundaries, were obliged to resort to very

would have been remedied had its author clinked tankards of cider every evening with some

shook his head. `Oh God !' said Dyson, clenching his fists. `Oh God, oh God, oh God !' He

new coldness in Camille noted, through a clear magnifying transparency of ice, that he

relieve his tension.' `Where?' asked Clarissa . `I mean, where was she? Not where she

English Course . I enjoyed conversation classes , I enjoyed doing more advanced work with

, are associated with the general `moral climate ' that develops in hard times. (Melossi

hegemony begins to come apart, the dominant class resorts to coercion, leading to a `crisis

of Ben's character. Perhaps she had been closer to the truth than she had at first suspected

ancient Lee Enfield at his side. He knelt close by Rory. `Think the little bastard's over

well alone as the instructions are not very clear . Added to this is the fact that the case

that? They stop outside an archway closed by a heavy wooden gate. Rose pulls at a
representations of female sexuality. They marked 
out clear distinctions between the asexual respectable

Under the old community the harvest was the climax of the rural year, not merely an incident

Outwardly Britain may have appeared stable; the class system and its accompanying distribution

conversation, noting at one point with tipsy clarity that people who could converse were a great

adjusting wind tweak and fiddle with my clothes to no purpose. Syl's previous engagement

course I was quiet. I always had been. Marie Claire had once commended me on this negative

the other side of the car could she gain a clear view of Maurice and only then by closing

love is something that comes in different clothes , with a different way and different face

recognized the association between fever and club foot, and was on the verge of describing

book which has something in common with
Claude-
Nicolas Ledoux's L'Architecture considérée sous

to the club immediately. The club works closely with the immigration department who will

(Scotland) Act 1967, s.50(d). All classes of objectors must lodge and intimate a



the shuttle.' So, before long, I was climbing into Frejji's little shuttle, stumbling

decisive, the reason for them is rather less clear . Perhaps, say the researchers, a large-eyed

Centre in January and we are trying to bring clients in slowly so they have time to adjust.

that the use of physical restraint towards clients raises difficulties for staff. 2.2

was crew member on a winning yacht in the Clyde Cruising Club's Tarbert weekend. Bill races

Directors Trophy which was presented to both clubs for annual competition in April 1953, although

intestate who had died some ten years before the claim . The issue was whether he was the person

opposed to holistic theories. This classic dispute does not exhaust the level-of-analysis

miss Fay Weldon's complex, clever story The Cloning Of Joanna May , which centres on a woman

but I wouldn't dare speak for the parish clergy .' Those clergy earn £11,230, which includes

skinny Danish girl, who was washing her clothes in a bucket of pondwater, told me with

stroll from the Ku'damm, and so puts you close to most of Berlin's many sights. The comfortable

Dolores turned up.' `A girl in my class told me about it,' adds Dolores. `She knew

disaster upon the nobility alone. Like the clerical writer of 1357, he saw the English victory

his revenge as he tried to scrub himself clean . Now ten years old, Ellie was more

be the outcome, it would mean putting the clock back not twelve years, but a hundred years

then be assigned to all other words in this class . Other researchers [McKinnon, 1975

Point of Sale. Midland has worked closely with the retailer to introduce point of

by the perceived otherness of the working class , condemned, it was believed, to sexual

assumptions explicit and your meaning as clear as possible. 5. Don't waste precious time

account and the relevant executive at the client company. Very often PR consultancies only

by the rug without the room appearing too cluttered . Assessing quality Contrary to popular

programme can safely be delegated to nurses, clinical assistants, physiotherapists, occupational

interdependent and mutually supportive working class that was then broken up and scattered geographically

so it is unnecessary to make extravagant claims ; the provision of a multimedia library,

by asking questions to help the student clarify his question. The good reference librarian

exceedingly well, particularly the higher classes , some of the senior boys giving evidence

that hung over us lift and disperse - the cloud that dulled the heart and made happiness

the new division of labour, it must now be clear , were the linesmen on piece-rates. In all

argument can be put forward to justify the claim that the trade is yours? Whatever the justification

submerged beneath a surface of silence. They clearly are not identical with consent. But the

In each of the schools, the library was clearly still high on the agenda for forward planning

something that may keep us from recognizing a clear and settled conception. We do have

traditional philosophical mysteries, including the claim that they enter into mental events, they

Indeed, some educational theorists have claimed that, by comparison with many (particularly

study), some experiments have suggested that cloze may be measuring what one might call potential

then standing by bed 2 John gets dressed Clothes appear on stick figure 3 John eats breakfast

and the responsibilities of the wealthy classes . A voluntary levy, he decided, was the

Baldwin told Attlee, to whom he was not close , that he doubted whether the King

agency of municipal law. A different claim was made in the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company

entire body,' says Kathleen. `But he's very clever at getting out of it - and if he manages

months, under the command of William le Clerc , a defrocked priest and a well-known captain

going on, didn't I? Told you she'd got her claws in, but you wouldn't have it. Miss Green

identified by its subject matter, but any claim to understand X usually requires the demonstration



acceptable. Part of the problem for clients is knowing what is really done with their

expected it from clients. Further clients of this firm were often asked for interest

illiteracy developed in schools because of the class-based nature of schooling (Mace, 1979); the uses

studies. On the basis of these and other clinical results, MicroGeneSys gp160 was chosen

in the same field as 2, and with × 12 the cluster , 2, and Beta Cygni are all included. M56

is remarkable in itself. This provides a classic instance of a president taking on the legislature

land, and to prevent more land coming under clerical control. Though church property remained

allies, has often been remarked. But the clearest example of royal skill was found in Louis

Conflict Theory of Sexual Stratification' claims that stratification by gender is based

must be added to the bald statement that
class-
differentiated linguistic codes help to explain the contradiction

Colleagues and city councillors frequently claim that Dr Fohrbeck's policies are increasingly

outcome, leave should be granted provided the claim is not unarguable. However, it has been

present building does not suit it), but as close to the Tate as possible. Werner Schmalenbach

and magnates of France to follow. Capetian claims to the exercise of sovereignty evoked a

depth of club cricket in Essex. The 18 clubs joining the existing 20 clubs were invited

month that its members should introduce a clause in all new policies specifically excluding

areas of Bleaklow, around Alport and Torside Clough . Chief ranger Ken Drabble said damage

unauthorised use means: use or disclosure. It is clear therefore that the use (insider dealing

concentrates your mind wonderfully on the old cliche - `not a route for the married man'! This

returned to the Mercedes. The driver closed the door behind him and moments later the

about things more carefully.'' Brian Clarke agrees: `Bailey has changed profoundly

Sydney's nightspots. What a laugh… Each club was deader than the last; frigid and dirty

payer is a sound one, in practice the middle class parent who pays income tax receives a family

that mysterious, precarious stage somewhere close to and a long way from that miraculous

its own reserved section of sandy beach, close to the lively centre of Lido di Jesolo.

For golfers, the Premeno golf course (own clubs required) is within easy reach and horse

turbo-charging became very apparent as the climb rate dropped considerably. We were in a

were provided were pubs and working men's clubs . One of the biggest problems was always

to say that though I at this moment very close to this in the smallest county of England

know, I can take out an article eighty five claim or I can allow an article eighty five claim

than you spend the time with the kids, is cleaning two Have I got them wrong? one two three

at Cheshire. Oh yeah. Who do we know at Clwyd ? Davydd . Who? Davydd . Never heard of

sheets to do yet I know, hmm this is one, one classification ? well how far have you got through? Got

was was slipping out of my hands. And I closed my hands and grasped it while I could.

the ability to police members on the old club principle tends to be eroded. Regulation

as Becky felt his eyes studying her more closely . `Well, to be honest I don't know

Europe provided by the wage explosions at the close of the sixties, this price acceleration

enjoy it better than er pool for a change Clever clogs. Aren't we? He was hanging off that

probably faster than our fastest bloke at the club . Our club. Yeah. They're very, very, fi

Yeah have a lovely time! How! You got a clever old dad! Yes! But I still thinks it's just

Don't get the wax one . Gets on all your clothes and everything. And stuff that's white

Now come down! Down! Now! You're not to climb up there. Dangerous. He know, it's high

engineering type, so he took my wheels off and cleaned the pads for me you see. Know wha do you

Course you're not , I'll just say Oh who with Claire ? nobody Nobody see so, I do, you're not



done this cos he sits it like that Mm. or clips it like that and you can't tell Mm. anyway

Yeah. Yes. And then we paid for a winter clean . And it's filthy! Mm. I had to go down

upstairs and Shirley would have put all the clean clothes back in the wardrobe and he'd go

cost £34,000. Most members fly the club 's planes. It's three pounds for a launch
RYLEY/Chinnor PAUL HIGHFIELD/Bone 
Marrow Recipient CLAIRE HIGHFIELD/Wife DIANE HOWE/Anthony Nolan

the peregrine falcon was brought into the Clockhouse veterinary hospital in Stroud, whether

help FTSE up 14 The hundred shares index closed up fourteen point five at two eight six

She agrees. The inquest heard claims that American Government has ordered its

little sight, it doesn't stop the children climbing up and touching everything. Five year old

crucial engineering industry. Now they're to close because the American owners can make more

American company claims that British Coal's pit closure programme is reasonable. US plane fires

stripping off in front of the other bemused claimants , and handing his borrowed clothes back

FTSE up 10 The hundred shares index closed up ten point two, at twenty-eight, thirty-two

Video-Taped report follows NORTHAMPTON CLAIRE
JANE WRIGHT/Spencer Centre 
EASTCOMBE/Gloucestershire

the top of the table, but it's going to be close Millwall also lost last night and Leicester

funeral FTSE up 5 The hundred shares index closed up five point six at two eight three zero

The action turns to penalties. The tension claims a failure from Oxford. Redstar hold their

comedy show… bringing the puppets and the cliches to life… He says; When we are flying

a tragedy. Video-Taped report follows CLARE
LAFFERTY/Cheltenham Det Supt PETER 
SHAYLE/Gloucestershire

because he's been brought up playing for one club in one way. `He's an intelligent

fabulous drive from Knell cannoned back off the Cliftonville upright from fully 25 yards - and the visitors

Tandragee to Newry Road at Aughlish - road closed . A51 Tandragee near junior high school

Hill make Richard Hannon's `pocket rocket' clear favourite for the Group Two event, in which

of the taxing officer, that er it's quite clear that er both parties were holding han were

Could I just clarify my position on this. Clearly er these are my personal comments because

To business with Kids' County here's the clues , He's famous he's got a wife he's normally

a rededication service by the Bishop of Clogher , Dr Brian Hannon, next Sunday, Mr Knowd

FTSE up 29 The hundred shares index closed up twenty-nine point six at twenty-seven

knowledge.' For Stemp, the matter is now closed . But the TCCB have emphasised that acceptance

delighted Sheelagh Cooley from Bangor Golf Club is congratulated by Irial Finan of Coca

year, said she loved reading Roald Dahl classics such as `The Big Friendly Giant' and `Witches

goes, she carries the banner of her state's claim to Ulster, and I don't believe this council

being celebrated in the field, which is close to a wooded area. Local priest Fr

delighted to get the opportunity to see a modern classic being staged by the very talented opera

claim A NEWTOWNABBEY councillor today claimed ratepayers were being kept in the dark

institution - until a nurse came to her rescue. Clare Lafferty reports. Video-Taped report

looked the superior side as the Glasgow club failed to deal with even the simplest cross

the government in coming years. Labour has claimed ministers such as Social Security Secretary

involving first-order networks are stable if the closing angle between plots of and is less than

harmonic spectral components become bunched closer and closer together. Clearly in the limit

cropped hair, bit at his ears and cheeks and clawed at the grey robe wrapped round his body

the extent of the work ruled out partial closure . `It will allow us to undertake a

showered telegrams of congratulation on Clinton , saying they expected to maintain good



17 when he stabbed William Choi, who he claimed had boasted of having sex with his girlfriend

generous gift of a group of Former Pupils, `The Class of `38', has enabled us to provide excellent

difficult problem, since it weakens the general claim made earlier that each tone-unit contains

restrictive' and (b) `non-restrictive' relative clauses ; (a) implies that only some Conservatives

down the requisite amount of liquour after clinking glasses and saying `gambei' (`empty your

Open Evening and thanks to the stamina of class members and friends over £1,000 was raised

she'd rather go round a supermarket than climb a mountain, but there's `many a true word

distance from Head Office - the length of time classes have operated. Recreational and specialised

the helm. In the summer we enjoy holiday classes which are taken by a different teacher

part in the 400-year old cottage of their Class Secretary. As unsuspecting Betty appeared

Scotland and there's some more threatening cloud coming across southern parts of England

's towed away. The FTSE 100 shares index closed down 25.27 at 2,052.5 and the pound is

that ashtray Whose tickets, whose , whose class is it Nicola, yours or Michael's? What

sing a song and put some lipstick on No I close my eyes, drew back you sing, you put some

extra weight of a person walking along the clifftop is, is minimal. erm What does tend to happen

very fuzzy. I think generally in the erm classic detective story that is almost impossible

they say well let's have a micro in our classroom today that can be done, whereas a secondary

output next to the probes used to order the clones . Consequently one may check the consistency

a transfer to the Hundens Lane area and claimed the council told him it was `reserved'

' meant the county council had come very close to estimating the actual pay rise when

do any more. `There is a quarterly clean up when we take out all the rubbish and

convenient corner, again keeping the decks clear . In effect, its use was an excellent

the deficit included. Indeed, the Clintonians divide acrimoniously on the matter of the

red-hot protests of the retired classes, Clinton will not touch the expensive cost of living

Blackstoun Avenue, Linwood, Renfrewshire, claimed during a trial that he had lashed out at

opting-out was not an escape route from closure threats. Mr Gould said that the four

Downing Street. Other challengers are Ken Clarke , Michael Portillo and Michael Howard.

was the Liberal premier, Lord Asquith, has claimed that Mr Farquharson , 27, has

which boasted an all-star cast, an intricate cloak and dagger plot, and ran for more than

countries would be prepared to follow the Clinton policy reversal. `If the US takes part,

minister, PV Narasimha Rao, in a statement clearly aimed at potential sectarian strife, urged

continue. Student fights for life after cliff fall A 21-YEAR-OLD Aberdeen University

their intelligence accurately. The claims , first raised by a Scottish Office Education

nature-nurture debate and he would wish to make clear his deep concern that his comments have

park opposite. Local taxi drivers claimed last week that public parking on the taxi

days' of Newcastle United with their world class line up of Keegan, Waddle, Beardsley and

annual Jorvik Viking Festival reaches its climax today with the traditional boat burning

for the North-East, but there are several clubs further south whose debts run into millions

events at Mere to finish fourth equal and clinch the title by 80 points from Huddersfield

socialists; and if the test comes there is a clear risk that the new government will not speak

Using the slogan `Switch onto the New Clydesdale ' to capture the company's new image, Clydesdale

difference that is becoming increasingly clear , said Mr Botham, is that farmers are taking

them £75 each. Fawcett, 27, of Grasby Close , Netherfields, Middlesbrough, admitted

known as Fighting Cocks. Why isn't clear . Perhaps it comes from some dubious bloodsport



MolinaAnnett on 368282. Mr Bassett: new 
business club chairman. Accolade for the borough Middlesbrough

Monie, the most successful coach in the club 's history. He said: `I'm relishing

slow-coach Bernhard Langer is in a hurry to claim the second leg of golf's elusive `grand

arts officer Mr Steve Chettle wants to see Cleveland taken seriously as a place to visit and

very popular. People used to bash on the closed doors if they couldn't get in.' Crowds

AN Irishman armed with a machete has been cleared of injuring a Welshman who was holding

. `I want H Middlesbrough to be the No.1 club in the North-East. If we are in the Premier

have preferred England to lose in a genuine climax than to win by such underhand means. The

said Karen who is a member of the Tandem Club and has been a member of various Cyclist

clipped 17 seconds off his personal best time, clocking 29 mins 49.0 secs. `I read that Malcolm

who brought in extra pumping equipment to clear the water, said that the water supplies

right. Were there always this many in the class ? That was a, that was the number in the

Malcolm Rifkind, Home Secretary Kenneth Clarke and Foreign Office Minister Tristan Garel-Jones

said, `So who the hell are you? A circus clown ? What d'you want' Ray Doyle. CI5.

of the Lord, in Matthew's Gospel, is very clear : … she has conceived what is in her

from you the taxpayer, in the trust that claimed discoveries have been thoroughly and carefully

1920s is dealt with dismissively in the classic book Radiation from Radioactive Substances

helium-3 and helium-4 in minerals. The paper claimed that there was no helium-4, the common

go is George Bush's horse shoe pit. The Clintons are expected to turn this into a rose garden

years to develop Robodoc, will apply for clinical trials throughout America. Hospitals

their five-bedroom home in Beverly Hills to clinch a sale. The £450,000 selling price

professional success these days, even very close friends may find it necessary (whether

spring of 1939. In many places the Left Book Club made the Labour Party look like a stagnant

Runcie, the then Archbishop of Canterbury, claimed in the House of Lords (2 February, 1987

the assumption that in any situation his class were the natural leaders. The idea of bossing

club's financial problems. `If the club folds, that's me folding as well,' he said

as player-manager of Plymouth even if the club lose to non-League Dorking tomorrow.

player. `Both Edwards and Dermott are class acts. Lee Jackson has been competing very

tax-free inducements to players in 1990, clubs ' accounts - from non-League to the elite

concealed switchblades. Her acne hadn't cleared up, and she was trying to look like a dowager

grandfather clock in an oak case is one of seven clocks and two barometers in the house. Mainly

union laws was rejected. PEARCE BACKS CLOUGH NIGEL CLARKE FOREST'S Stuart Pearce,

verdict No way he can face Norway NIGEL CLARKE GRAHAM TAYLOR yesterday admitted he wo

for trophies again - starting with today's clash against Chelsea. He said: `I look

include Amatori Milan ( David Campese 's club ), the Irish Wolfhounds (last year's winners

New Zealand rugby. This cloying commercial clamour had the New Zealand public wound up. Everyone

yeti. If they wanted to do that while we climbed our mountain, that was fine by me.

elsewhere, in respect of a more restricted class of (moral) policy issues, he has this to

sought out Matilda and called her into the classroom . `There is no point', she said, `

with every class in the school and each class has a fixed day and a fixed time. Ours

be clever, too! Well madam, I don't like clever people! They are all crooked! You are most

inspector was called in to test the beer at the club in Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk… and found

I blamed them, for though the Union Jack Club might be pretentious, Koraloona wasn't.

the inside? Michael: This Betty Ford Clinic is a famous place, but what were your first



cops off with the infinitely more desirable Clare Grogan on a balmy evening in East Kilbride

environment - for instance its language(s), climate and culture, its housing and education

even made a balls up of it by refusing to clear the tourists when asked to do so. Match

Belfast. Beaten by girl Gazza! NIGEL CLARKE Britain 1, Germany 2 GREAT Britain

deal: the clause refers to putters. Why not clubs ? It would be logical to put an Open Champion

four years to develop. The product has a client-server architecture for use with both MS-DOS and

labour market and domestic economies, staff clung to a twelve-hour shift system. This system

Help Desk facilities. At the low end, PNMS Client/Server supports multiple workstations and personal

in the Brixton gang trial, the racial and class overtones of the case were often quite

said that figures for all of 1992 were not clear enough to state if the workstation business

, reducing report run-times. The company claims the product is more powerful and comprehensive

economics' [Brittan, 1975]. The message is clear : government cannot deliver the goods. To

woes is that a demoralised workforce has clearly been freewheeling since John Akers announced

should be given `training and practice in classroom skills', and devotes some space to these

on March 27-28, but Chelmsford coach Dick Clarke believes unity is all important at so crucial

your introduction to the world's finest classical works, from every major recording label

Over an hour of the world's most popular classical music - from the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra

Europe/Mediterranean climates c) tropical climates d) skiing 9. How many weeks holiday do

a Ugandan Asian girl who were also in my class and shared my deep sense of alienation

discussed above, it rarely travelled far from a clay source to the point of consumption, regardless
exceptions which were secured at the wrist with 
a clasp which may carry evidence of braid (Crowfoot

The hood comes with clips for the tube. ( clips are also supplied with starter units -

, an' all.' While Annie put on her cloak and bonnet, Jonadab called for the pony

stopped from talking about?... If the new Clause is accepted, it will be a signal to every

not to the clarity of individual notes. To clean the sound up and increase the power headroom

to it. Add the last of the bourbon to the cloth , swathe the cake in it, then wrap the plastic

the products sold by `Aquario', and the claims made for them.' Aquasoil register

regularly thins shots. Finding yourself between clubs , you try to force a wedge instead of gripping

fasten the lower part to the shirt with a tie clip or safety pin, otherwise the weight of

sense of colour,' she says. `They use lovely clear colours and mix them with wood.' Her kitchen

is divided into 30 subject areas, with a clear index and cross-referencing to help you

widely used today, and undertook a systematic classification of all the symptoms and signs produced

`Nelson Close… the bottom.' Nelson Close ? Well, there were worse places than Nelson

of times past, harder times, of working class life in the cities of provincial Britain

paintings shows that he used methods very close to those described by Cennini. To give

territory. A female jacana can lay up to eight clutches of eggs, each one in a different male's

Absorption System), the Revelation, claims Dunlop's R and D manager Bob Haines, gives

in many of the disciplines at four of the clubs . Health and fitness, in particular, have

French Open champion, represented Queen's Club , who won the ladies over 40 doubles with

infringer but if, subject as provided in clause 9.1, either party shall bring such proceedings
unreasonably be withheld and we will not have 
any claim on any recompense you may negotiate for

tree that sticks out horizontally from the cliff about 60' up. Despite the rather

his own seeming lack of spirituality, he clung to his faith in God's providence. He wrote

to dry overnight, then buff with a soft cloth . GILDED FINISHES 4 You can get



about £2000 for being so critical of the club , even though some of his offending remarks

psychologist. The head explained that he and the class teacher felt that Balbinder was making

by 130 separate generating authorities) clearly required some kind of regional devolution
spending The possible cuts WASHINGTON, DC 
THE Clinton team had no real defence plans when it

he would spend on other things. Mr Clinton has spent far more time on foreign policy

subunits are not essential for stable MHC class I surface expression, or for processing

capacity to digest cytosolic antigen into class I-binding peptides. A proteasome lacking

mineralogical composition. It is not yet clear whether metasomatism takes place earlier

to have disfavoured highly charged metal clusters and why the more hydrophobic porphyrin

earlier. Olfactory and taste organs closely resemble conventional hormonal systems

plumped overwhelming for three or four. Class differences also affected TV-watching.

Yet principles for action are within Mr Clinton 's grasp; Mr Christopher's February list

the child into her arms, she hugged her close . `I'm sorry, love, but you gave me

are taking advantage of the technique to clean large generators quickly. Previously they

In Cornwall, management denied a union claim that implementation had been mayhem. Val

last week there was `no progress' on the claims . RADAR to act over SSD failure on clients

hesitated. Despite all his talk about having a clear conscience, about Gentle being the man

place for an invisible but comprehensive cleansing . The cults would be the prime targets:

Karadzic, have behaved worst, no one has clean hands. But it has been Muslims, set upon

ideologies! Such a contrast between classicism and positivism seems rather generous to

resurgence of interest, the positivist eclipse of classicism led to an almost total loss of interest

legislation aimed at assisting the working class and, in particular, the impoverished landless

Schiaparelli rose. Then coral pink walls of rock closed about them as they took the deep cut into

million pigs and a tradition of wearing clothes made of pandanus leaves and coconut string

Calculator Maximus to Lord Spinoza, whose clan owned lower hab factories that built Mammoth

from less than 2% to 25%, depending on the clinic . Gay men attending STD clinics tend to

the tree, to her looked like a green fuzzy clump even at a distance of a few feet. Such

handicapped pupils. Once changes in the classroom have been made and special items of furniture

of attention the event will receive, it clashes with the Compaq Grand Slam Cup, the Champions

every new member to the Tennis World fan club service will automatically receive an adidas
Neutrogena's new Facial Cleansing Bar. The 
mild cleansing formula has a neutral pH and high rinsability

weaker parties in the market to assert their claims in a political form. The same features

hear from anyone who might like to join the club and also from anyone who would be willing

knees to pick the objects up, Kim repeatedly climbed on her back and insisted she played `horsey

educational and type-of-occupation criteria to classify individuals (and these are highly relevant

experiment with word pairs demonstrates that clearly enough. But on a more elevated theoretical

below the 170 foot unclimbed wall. QUALITY CLIMBS
By Bill Birkett SWORD OF GIDEON 
Unpronounceable

here, but much better to continue. Gain and climb the distinct crack above, awkward to start

style, with a tasteful mix of colours and a classy use of braid with a South American influence

professional judgement in the interests of the client and others in the support network.

impossible. If you try to think of it as a closed totality you get into the problems of historicism

same or different databases. The company claims that porting applications from its HP/UX

$6,000 for a development licence. The Versant client-server database gives transparent multi-user access



reproduction rates of some countries, regions and classes dropped more steeply than others. Some

USSR has achieved through war), it will be clear on reflection that what is meant by `peace

the dominant class? Why should the other classes in the formation put up with it? And why

be dangerous, so it's wise to keep well clear of them. DARTMOOR IN FOCUS A huge

to Malthus, only spread into more adverse climes thanks to the local scarcities of food

experiment in which he introduced the four clone types of white clover into pure swards

inconsistencies and injustice which at present cloud the vision of some teachers. Skills

but also in about half the cases by their class teacher. It is also worth noting that parents

very unwise policy was the current one of closing nineteenth-century asylums and turning

gluey saliva. Its upper set of arms ended in claws which could tear armour open; and its carapace

`Yes, I realize.' He knew that. `After climbing the highest peak, who would seek foothills

flats. Solicitors A and D each had a client in the category `business/commercial' which

where a translation was necessary if the client 's chosen outcome was to be achieved. In

fact, one never really removes a component cleanly in that sort of way; one has to damage

high up. Some varieties, even compared with close relatives in the same group or type, are

ducked under the arch, then waited as Harper closed the two heavy gates. The Irishman swung

nicknames `Slick Willie' and `Mr Beef'. Mr Clinton 's only crime so far is to have been accused

persistent importance of inheritance and class . Just as bewildering is the Times

for demonstrating that our rulers have few clothes when it comes to justification of their

the requirements for various competition classes . These are divided into Junior and Senior

on patients admitted to an experimental clinical nursing unit where therapeutic nursing

window beside it. Tom had swept the room clean and had fixed a lamp to a hook on the white

never walked through so many leaves. They clustered around his ankles, hiding his plimsolls

instant attention from the wealthy league clubs . After the tour, Manly was joined in the

of the light can also change. Even on a cloudless , sunny day, the late afternoon sunlight

older child digging a sand castle cut ; closer shot of mother looking out of picture in

success against a disease which probably claimed the lives of up to a quarter of the population

some way or another - most of them in the clothing trade, alongside Mr. Middleditch, the Badcox

who are £2.6 million in the red. Club financial director Ken Gardiner said the

kitty will be divided among the other 21 clubs on a sliding scale in units of £35,000.

havoc with the week's fixtures yesterday, claiming four meetings and threatening to hit more

capital issues and a disposal programme. The Clydesdale and the Northern Bank were sold to National

computers and armies of clerks to handle clients ' sales ledgers it has been a low-cost way

Between 25 and 40 per cent off children's clothes
. YVES ST LAURENT RIVE GAUCHE Womens: 
137

eccentric intellectual interests and keep in close touch with female confidantes. `It

wonky enough so people can get away with claiming they baked it themselves. Fruity but not

Jackie Annesley Widow tells how a trail of clues led to marriage heartbreak. IF you

Collection (£10.99). 18 Golfers can store their clubs in the latest in luxury - multi-coloured

litany of his material difficulties. His clothes , some of them old things of Theo's which
registers ENVIRONMENTAL CONTENTION 
Health and cleanliness is the basic aim, but at least one of the

forms of tax will also play a major role in Clinton 's plan to stimulate economic growth. Under

here with those in France reveals only too clearly the consequences of neglect; the French

unless there is a valid, binding restraint clause - or `restrictive covenant' - in the employee

they were `miserable specimens of their class '. Inadequate food and shelter and indiscriminate



vicious attack on a farmer, which left Francis Clary , 45, in hospital with a broken nose, detached

investors who have made up their own minds. Clients who buy through this service will receive

commissioner filed a $55m suit against the firm, claiming negligence and breach of contract in its

was an ageing technology: `You need to be clear about the direction you and your customers

FOR the second year running MOSELEY club accounts have been found to contain discrepancies

of coins (usually by using base metals or clipping off pieces of silver) was the loss of the

and Mr Justice Hidden ruled that plans to close 31 pits were illegal. The Government

they weren't on purpose.' £8m red river clean-up AN £8 MILLION grant will be used to clean
involving Mr Lamont and Home Secretary 
Kenneth Clark . Hopes rise with pound THE pound rose

all day.' From 1985 he began evening classes and within three years had passed two O-levels

President Francois Mitterrand. And he made clear that the other 10 nations are determined

be heard within a few months. Sam claims her father breached the trust she placed

right leg, but Jennifer died when a blood clot caused a pulmonary embolism. Avon

certainly lived up to its `revolutionary' claims : it tool all the hard slog out of concrete

the people we spoke to the answer was very clear . What is better than Success ? More Success

activities of moderate Puritan laymen and clergy while at the same time dealing harshly

presented to appeal to boys, not girls; third, classroom behaviours and interaction operate to reconstruct

embodiment of the national interest across class and denomination, and such meetings offered

of provincial antislavery militants; how closely they approximated their aim and what tensions

latter if it aided the antislavery cause, Clarkson had sometimes seemed too attached to reputation

the Unitarian minister William James from Clifton , were more concerned with the failure to

child's learning (even in a child-centred classroom ). The intensity of the debate (the

canopy until he had made a hole big enough to climb through. There was no pain in any of that

application development environment for client-server systems - IBM failed outright with AD/Cycle

he recognizes that if it is true (as it claims to be and as the third level promises to

most damage. The Mirror's headline was a classic : FUNERAL BOSS DIED TWICE According

`He really is very clever, you know. Far cleverer than I realised.' Jean-Paul glowered

Tailwagger Club. Leslie Sands, who played Cluff , presented Clive (otherwise called `Tuck

region like Champagne. In 1718 Jean Godinot claimed that Dom Pérignon added one pound of sugar

Anthea moved to a mirror and smoothed her closely permed black hair before stepping forward
draughty but warm and everyone would be 
pulled close to the fire, enjoying a moment's rest before

. But he acquired many followers and The Cloud of Unknowing describes in detail the strained

and, famously, spraying themselves bronze, climbing a pedestal in a gallery and performing

colourful personality whose main tasks are to clean the public rooms and to cover the boiler

Zhukov took the four snaps, examining them closely . A crafty grin spread across his face.

an ulcer was the logical consequence. At
Clermont-
Ferrand , however, he came back and brought the

Anglo-United were prospecting for gold in Clentibret , Co. Monaghan, a prospect they returned

wants us to do. I find often that nothing clear and definite comes until sometime later
Microsystems Inc Classic. Called the DTK 
Station Classic+ , it comes with either Solaris 1.1 or 2.1

business journal Les Echos. This year will clearly still be difficult, but the group expects

type-faces was unveiled last week that is claimed radically to reduce storage requirements

the firm for £1.7m, reckons it has prior claim on a part of any new money coming into

control panel set into his upper chest was clearly visible. For a second or two Ben



beginning with social class . 5.3 Social Class and Sociolinguistic Research 5.3.1 Some

, and sentences: the linear sequences of classes of words such as noun, verb, adverb, and

which requires the vote to be put on certain clauses at a certain time, irrespective of whether

far more closely associated with social class than the official housing density standards

over-stressing the little-girl aspect of Cleopatra , pointing out that childishness of character

speaking. Speaking the truth. Moving the clocks back. Now, she knew what the sting in the

to distribution arrangements. The closure of the American office was a temporary

sN*w'N is>0 whenever the input I is in the class C, and is<0 whenever I is not in C; then

point. Everything going into the hole dust clouds , light beams, stars, spacecraft, you anything

of corn, sheep and wool, from which the clergy had obtained exemption by their grant of

significant differentiation within the working class (see North Tyne side CDP, 1977), but the

built in 1924, but there was major slum clearances in North Shields in the 1930s after the

Lane. As we walked towards the white chalk cliffs , a cacophony of sound greeted us: gruntings

deal with things which can be classified as clearly right or wrong, and perhaps this is one

uses of language' which develop systems of classification like lists, formulae, tables and `recipes

. d. You have a comparatively mild climate here. It must be clear that the spatial

falsehood? But the main objection to classical foundationalism is that there are no infallible

arbitration scheme under which many negligence claims are settled. The Solicitors Complaints

bomb on the Continent. The bomb, whose ` clean ' radiation could kill humans without harming

moment Ruth heard the thud of the garden gate closing . For a moment, no one moved or spoke

`The ones we want still live.' Lacuna closed her eyes, and Britta felt her sudden absence

Presence During lectures, keep the Lecfile close to you; during study, use the Shelfold

For example, of the three words" watch"," clock " and" block" the odd word in terms of meaning

own weather. It wore a personal mushroom cloud which fired sheet-lightning directly down

national association against the press. Thus, claims Matthew Swainston," the seamen were among

date was set and by whom is by no means clear . In 1910, Tom Mann came back from Australia

of the peephole in her blind. A station clashed by so fast she could neither read its name

dancing. Callanetics. York Buthal Kan Karate Club . No. Body Conditioning Stamina and self-defence
Seriously? Yeah. Beside you. Yeah, we had erm 
a class , an actual sex education class, every week

Appeal allowed with costs. Solicitors: Clifford Watts Compton; Berwin Leighton. [CHANCERY

a public general statute. Lord President Clyde rejected both grounds and in relation to

Beauty, one Flame Angel, and probably one Cleaner Shrimp. Is this too much, or can I include

helps if the pump and cartridge are kept clear of the pump bottom, where larger debris

sizes; Flocor; and top Cypripack. Above: Clockwise from top - Foam from Trident; the new GSM

few doctors, if any, wish to work in rural clinics , anyway. Doctors need to recognise

which family proceedings courts should make clear that they have had regard to when they

nature, role and composition of the state in class societies. Perhaps above all, Gramsci injected

in this chapter which was directed at the claim that science starts with observation. However

political factors, tended to weaken the class alignment in the electorate as a whole

lead to the proletariat developing into a class for itself. Firstly capitalist society

reduce all forms of inequality to social class and argued that classes formed the only

GUIL: Come on! (But a flourish - enter CLAUDIUS and GERTRUDE, attended.) CLAUDIUS

straightforward as this, and if you are close to someone who you know is going to be

factory, it was er it it it was they were closed shops all of them. And er y y and it's



category they might fall, or the better class . Mhm. And er well now I think there's a

this picture tended to suggest. This was clearly the case in Soviet relations with Egypt

the cleanser, and also, if there is any cleanser left on the skin the toner will remove

Australian initiatives are therefore worth closer inspection. Stark contrasts Australia

the variety of provision of care in these clinics . In anticipation of the forthcoming

has got it's priorities right - you get a clean screen, devoted to your words rather than

select that program file… Step 5 … this closes the directory browser and fills in the

have called for a halt to the policy of closure . But have the erstwhile long stay patients

the internal market in the NHS has been claimed to have resulted in increased efficiency

inguinal hernias was seen in a surgical clinic and placed on the waiting list for elective

either rate is sustainable in terms of a client 's ability to afford it or the likelihood

guilty about having engaged her for weeks in close and auto-erotic questioning. So I settle

all linked in some fashion. I see women as closer to the tragic than men because of the frailty

repeated with new possibilities. Where do you close off the possibilities when you write a

(who provides Emily in 1584 with what is clearly a cottage ornee, complete with greenhouse

level of society. Elizabeth attends most closely to the furniture at Pemberley where it

is interpreted on a continuum of relative closeness to, or distance from, the idealized norm

raised earlier: why should fascist groups cling to their traditions of antisemitism, even

practices, rather than blind hatred, it is clear that this model ignores the deeper reaches

had appeared like a church from afar was clutched in the attenuated arms of a vine, held

never been achieved before. All lines were closed to passengers in the 1960s. The magnitude

alkaline detergent in less than scrupulously clean glassware) and enzymatically (to the ubiquitous

to the fact that Arghatun's replies were clearly either affirmative or negative he thought

all the books a school needs.' Ms Clark 's optimism was encouraging, but question
Mortimer removed the papers and examined 
them closely . `These notes are written in German. Would

Vlaho Stulli-Stuli&cacute;, written in the closing years of the Ragusan republic and still

of voluntary activity is the provision of classes on preparation for retirement. These can

organization software? How valid are their claims ? 10 Describe IBM's VSAM software, explaining

limp and slipped out. She heard him climb out of bed, and go to his own room. She

himself in danger of laughing out, loud, so cleared his throat and addressed the boy in a firmer

sourpuss! Who's the letter from?' ` Clare .' Buzz held the envelope out to Elinor.

with inferences of his mass, his power, the clean safe smell of him) had let her know indirectly

their feelings carrying her above herself on clouds of alcoholic freedom. I did that , she

emergence of many new organizations and clubs which undertook to arrange hikes and negotiate

answer to that, Wallace?' Ellwood's clothes were so neutral in colour, so commonplace

moment - bulkily fit-looking and tanned, Clare is just thin, and luminously pale. I reckon

Industrial Revolution. The villages which can claim a degree of undisturbed continuity beyond

the `professionals', despite their need to cling to power, their careful crafting of our

gun-toting man. In the flurry and excitement you clue will bulk much less large in the reader

not)… ' The concluding words show that a claim to contribution might arise under the Act


